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1 AP1.1 - Technische Plattform  

1.1 E1.1.1 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.2 E1.1.2a Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.3 E1.1.2b Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.4 E1.1.2c Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.5 E1.1.2d Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.6 E1.1.3a Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.7 E1.1.3b Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.8 E1.1.3c Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

1.9 E1.1.3d Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 
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2 AP1.2 - Anforderungen an die KI-Funktion 

2.1 E1.2.1 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

2.2 E1.2.2 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

2.3 E1.2.3 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

2.4 E1.2.4 Final: Definition von nominalen Basisszenarien (zur Veröffentlichung) 

2.4.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Document 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content Definition 

Classification level PU 

Authors: Loren Schwarz, Philipp Heidenreich, Frederik Blank, Simon Heming, Thomas Schulik 

2.4.2 Description of the result 
This result aims at describing the properties that the synthetic dataset shall have, so that a deep 
learning based pedestrian detection algorithm can be trained and tested successfully. To this 
end, a set of requirements is developed that specifies the base scenarios of the dataset, which 
includes the data variation and the amount of sequences and single frames with low correlation. 

During the project a strong collaboration between similar results, e.g. E2.2.6, and E4.1.1, has 
been enabled by an active participation in P1. 

A short overview of the used terminology is listed below. 

• Base context: configuration of static context elements and definition of possible dynamic 
context elements 

• Scenario: inspired from PEGASUS project, different abstraction levels are functional, logical, 
and concrete scenario 

• Scene storyboard: complete specification of the input for the data generation toolchain, all 
dimensions of the input space are specified, the input space corresponds to the operational 
design domain described by Zwicky boxes 

The focus of E1.2.4/ E1.2.5 shall be the direct influence on the dataset used to train and test 
the pedestrian detection methods, in terms of functional and logical scenarios. 
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2.4.2.1 Similar public datasets 

The generated synthetic dataset shall be similar in character to datasets, commonly used to 
train and test deep learning based pedestrian detection methods, such as the NuScenes dataset 
[1], the KITTI object detection dataset [2], or the AEV driving dataset [3]. An overview of the 
mentioned datasets is given in the table below 

Dataset Sensors Annotation Number 
of 
sequences 

Number 
of 
keyframes 

Number 
of 
objects 

NuScenes 6 cameras 
1 LiDAR 
5 radar 

3D bounding boxes 1000 40k 1400k 

KITTI object 
detection dataset 

1 stereo 
camera 
1 LiDAR 

2D/ 3D bounding 
boxes 

 15k 80k 

AEV driving dataset 6 cameras 
5 LiDAR 

3D bounding boxes 
(1), 
Semantic pixel 
labeling (2) 

 12k (1), 
40k (2) 

 

The NuScenes dataset consists of 1000 sequences, which contain interesting scenes with 
different traffic situations, mostly compliant with traffic rules, but also explicitely non-
compliant with traffic rules. The sequences mostly contain scenes during daytime with good 
weather condition (sunny and cloudy), but also around 8% during night and 6% with rain. When 
compiling the sequences, it has been taken care of that the appearance is different so that the 
variation of the dataset is high. 

The KITTI object detection dataset has been compiled in a similar way, however, single frames 
with a sufficiently different situation and appearance have been extracted from the recorded 
sequences. To demonstrate the high data variation in typical urban scenarios, four examples 
from the KITTI object detection dataset are shown below. 
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2.4.3 Approach 

2.4.3.1 Generation of sequences and single frames 
The base dataset consists of N_S sequences of consecutive frames with an average duration T_S 
and sampled at FPS frames per second. The number of sequences may result from a smaller 
number of distinct scenarios, that have been modeled using the data variation given below. 
Furthermore, there are N_E camera starting positions, where the camera is mounted on the ego 
vehicle and the ego vehicle drives on a trajectory according to typical traffic situations. The 
resulting total number of generated frames then is N_S*T_S*FPS*N_E. Assuming that only single 
frames with sufficiently low correlation, e.g. separated by 1 s, are useful to train and test a 
deep learning based pedestrian detection method, the number of useful single frames then is 
N_S*T_S*N_E. An overview of the mentioned quantities and a numerical example is given in the 
table below. 
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Quantity Symbol Dependency Numerical example 

Number of sequences N_S  500 

Average sequence duration T_S  5 s 

Frames per second FPS  10 Hz 

Number of starting positions N_E  20 

Number of frames  N_S*T_S*FPS*N_E 500.000 

Number of frames 
with sufficiently low correlation 

 N_S*T_S*N_E 50.000 

In AP1.3, the developed methods that are based on single frames are 2D bounding box detection 
(E1.3.3a) and semantic segmentation (E1.3.3b). Both methods have been predominantly 
investigated in TP3, whereas the remaining methods (E1.3.3c-E1.3.3e) that are based on 
sequences have been of little interest in TP3. Hence, a higher priority shall be given to the 
generation of single frames with sufficiently low correlation. 

2.4.3.2 Data variation 
A result from the P1 variation matrix vote [3] was that the most relevant domains/ parameters 
to vary are the static base context, the pedestrian properties (including relative position to 
interacting objects), the objects’ surface and texture, the illumination, and the situation 
dynamics. We follow a similar structure in the following. Based on this first analysis, an 
extensive framework for the description of the operational design domain has been created 
using a Zwicky box approach [7]. 

Static base context 

The agreed base context is a direct result of E4.1.1. Here we present some general statements 
about properties of a typical urban environment, as e.g. found in similar public datasets. 

• Road infrastructure: The road infrastructure shall be according to a typical urban 
environment, where an initial setup may be a junction with 2x1 lanes including parts with 
adjacent sidewalks, parts with parallel parking spots or parking lanes, and parts with a dense 
building structure. 

• Buildings: Buildings shall be of different type, e.g. single-family house with two floors, 
apartment building with three floors, office or shop buildings. Buildings shall have a different 
surface and texture, e.g. different windows/ doors or different facades. The building 
placement and separation shall be random and according to a typical urban appearance, e.g. 
4-8 areas occupied and 1-2 areas free with vegatation. 

• Vegetation: The vegetation shall consist of different trees, bushes and gras areas. The 
vegetation placement shall be random and according to a typical urban appearance. 

• Static objects: Static objects represent candidates for false positive detections. Static objects 
should include parked cars, where the parking spots or parking lane results from the road 
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infrastructure. Regular parking spaces shall be occupied with 50%-80%. Static objects should 
also include advertising pillars, billboards, or parked bicycles. 

Dynamic objects 

• Pedestrians: Pedestrians are the primary object of interest, and therefore should have a large 
variability in appearance. The placement of pedestrians in the scene shall be uniformly 
balanced and according to a typical urban appearance, e.g. walking along the sidewalk or 
crossing the street. Some pedestrians shall be partly occluded, e.g. between parked cars. 
Occasionally, pedestrian groups shall be formed, e.g. at traffic lights or pedestrian crossings. 
Likewise, the poses of pedestrian assets shall be varied, they shall not be static but different 
in subsequent frames. 

• Vehicles: Dynamic vehicles can be used to create different traffic situations. Moreover, 
vehicle placements can be used to hide certain areas of the scene. Vehicle may drive straight 
on the same lane in front of the ego vehicle or on the oncoming lane, or may take a turn. 

Traffic situation with pedestrian 

The traffic situation describes the behaviour of dynamic objects such as pedestrians and vehicles 
in the scenario. It shall contain mostly uncritical behaviour, but also critical behaviour that 
results in a collision, where the sequence ends before the collision. The traffic situation with 
critical behaviour may be based on the Euro NCAP test protocol for AEB VRU systems [4]. A 
corresponding hierarchy is sketched below. 

• Car-to-pedestrian collision: 

• Straight road: 

• Pedestrian crossing farside: CPFA-50 

• Pedestrian crossing nearside: 

• No occlusion: CPNA-25, CPNA-75 

• Occluding vehicle: CPNC-50 

• Night condition: CPNA-50 

• Pedestrian walking longitudinal 

• Curved road/ junction 

• Turning right: CPTA-50 

• Turning left ... 

• Non-critical:  

• Straight road ... 

• Curved road/ junction ... 

Weather conditions 
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To specify weather conditions the following approximate occurrences are possible: dry and clear 
(65%), wet street (20%), rain (5%), fog with low visibility (5%), etc. Note that during the project, 
no realistic rain or fog models were available. 

Light conditions 

To specify light conditions the following approximate occurrences are possible: daylight sunny 
(20%), daylight cloudy (20%), daylight with backlight or cast shadows (20%), night (25%), twilight 
(10%), etc. Note that during the project, no night or twilight situations were modelled since no 
secondary light sources have been considered. 

2.4.4 Result 

2.4.4.1 Scenario description and scenario design 
Zwicky boxes 

Within TP4, an ontology for the ODD description has been developed using morphological 
analysis and Zwicky boxes. An overview of the developed exhaustive Zwicky box model is shown 
in the figure below (downloaded from https://confluence.vdali.de/x/6yV). 

 

The following Zwicky boxes are part of this model (high prio dimension marked bold): 

1. Base context (road map, junction type, pedestrian crossings, etc.) 

2. Objects (vegetation, sky, building density, advertising pillar, etc.) 

3. Road conditions (road surface, road quality, wetness, etc.) 

4. Object Building (building material, height, shape, etc.) 

5. Object Poster 

6. Subjects 

https://confluence.vdali.de/x/6yV)
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7. Pedestrian Group (number of persons per age, group density, etc.) 

8. Pedestrian General (gender, body shape, height, pose, etc.) 

9. Pedestrian Clothes (clothing type, upper part, lower part, shoes, etc.) 

10. Pedestrian Objects Subjects Interaction (carried objects, person occluded, etc.) 

11. Relative Position Motion (longitudinal/ lateral distance/ motion) 

12. Weather Conditions 

13. Particle Properties 

14. Color 

15. Surface (reflection, structure, wetness, etc.) 

16. Pattern (no, stripes, patchy, etc.) 

17. Light Sources Infrastructure 

18. Light Sources Architecture 

19. Light Sources Natural (sun elevation, sun sensor interaction, sky, etc.) 

20. Light Sources Road Users 

21. Light Source Properties 

NCAP-like scenarios 

We consider traffic situations with pedestrians, that are both difficult for perception and critical 
or near-critical for typical VRU warning and braking function. The situations are inspired by and 
similar to the Euro NCAP test protocol for AEB VRU systems [4]. To this end, we suggest to 
simulate sequences with MoCap pedestrian assets in the following scenarios: 

1. Car-to-pedestrian nearside child (CPNC, see 7.2.6 in [4]) from obstruction: pedestrian 
crosses the street from right to left and behind obstructing parked car 

2. same scenario as 1. but pedestrian crosses from left to right 

3. Car-to-pedestrian longitudinal adult (CPLA, see 7.2.7 in [4]): pedestrian walks along the 
street looking away from the car 

4. same scenario as 3. but pedestrian faces the car 

5. Car-to-pedestrian turning adult (CPTA, see 7.2.8 in [4]): pedestrian crosses the street after 
car turns right at an intersection 

6. same scenario as 5. but car turns left 

For test cases 1., 2., 5., and 6. at most three different timings between car and pedestrian 
trajectory should be simulated: 

• Pedestrian starts to walk early and crosses the street just before the car passes by´. 
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• Pedestrian starts to walk such that there is a collision with the car (pedestrian asset should be 
removed as soon as it “cuts” a the virtual vehicle asset, i.e. distance between pedestrian and 
vehicle smaller than e.g. 2.5m). 

• Pedestrian starts to walk late and the car passes by just before the pedestrian crosses the 
street. 

The provided dataset already contains several similar exemplary situations, however, we believe 
an additional benefit can be generated by a systematic variation of the described test cases. 
Note that the occluding car scenario (1., 2.) especially enables the detection of a pedestrian in a 
safety-critical situation with different occlusion levels, whereas the turning car scenario (5., 6.) 
enables the detection of a pedestrian in a safety-critical situation in front of different 
background and in different positions in the image. The different timings between the car and 
pedestrian generally enables the detection of a pedestrian in a safety-critical situation at 
different distances and therefore different object sizes in the image. 

A corresponding derivative result from P1 is given below.  

 

No. Base scenario Light 
condition 

Traffic 
lights 

Vehicle  
velocity 
[km/h] 

Pedestrian  
velocity 
[km/h] 

NCAP 
scenario  
reference 

1 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian 
crosses intersection, no 
other vehicles 

daylight optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5 CPFA/ 
CPNA 
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No. Base scenario Light 
condition 

Traffic 
lights 

Vehicle  
velocity 
[km/h] 

Pedestrian  
velocity 
[km/h] 

NCAP 
scenario  
reference 

2 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian 
crosses intersection from 
right, other parked 
vehicles partially occlude 
the pedestrian 

daylight optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5 CPNC 

3 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian 
crosses intersection from 
right, other vehicles in 
crossroads area 

daylight optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5  

4 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian 
group crosses 
intersection, no other 
vehicles 

daylight optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5  

5 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian steps 
out of pedestrian group 
and crosses intersection, 
no other vehicles 

daylight optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5  

6 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian 
crosses intersection 
outside crossing area, no 
other vehicles 

daylight optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5  

7 Ego vehicle drives 
straight, pedestrian 
crosses intersection, no 
other vehicles 

night with 
streetlights 

optional 20 -- 60 3 -- 5 CPNA 

8 Ego vehicle turns right, 
pedestrian crosses 
intersection after vehicle 
turns 

daylight  10 -- 20 3 -- 5 CPTA 

9 Ego vehicle turns left, 
pedestrian crosses 

daylight  10 -- 20 3 -- 5 CPTA 
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No. Base scenario Light 
condition 

Traffic 
lights 

Vehicle  
velocity 
[km/h] 

Pedestrian  
velocity 
[km/h] 

NCAP 
scenario  
reference 

intersection after vehicle 
turns 

Design of experiment 

A specification of single frames for NCAP-like scenarios can be obtained using combinatorial 
testing and updated Zwicky boxes: 

• Ego-vehicle position (18 states, marked magenta in image below) 

• Pedestrian position (16 states, marked blue in image below) 

• Pedestrian pose (walk stand, run, jump) 

• Pedestrian asset (20 states) 

• Pedestrian hip direction (8 states) 

• Parked vehicle 1 type, color, position, color (2*5*9, marked orange in image below) 

• Parked vehicle 2 type, color (2*5, marked red in image below) 

• Illumination, sun direction and elevation (80 states) 

The image below shows an example scenario that has been produced with the prototypical tool 
“ncap_to_json” that has been developed in AP 4.1. The approach has been aligned within P1 and 
has been provided by Mackevision in Tranche 6.  
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2.5 E1.2.5 Final: Definition von extremen Basisszenarien (zur Veröffentlichung) 

2.5.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Document 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content Definition 

Classification level PU 

Authors: Simon Heming, Frederik Blank, Philipp Heidenreich, Michael Schuldes, Christopher 
Hauck  

2.5.2 Description of the result 
The overall report of E1.2.4 and E1.2.5 has been merged. Hence, the result here describes only 
one possible analysis of an extreme base scenario regarding the pose of the pedestrian. This 
scenario was chosen as one of the performance limiting factors identified in E1.2.6. Similar to 
the other scenarios this is a collaborative work between AP1.2, AP2.5, AP4.1 and AP4.4 
coordinated within P1. The development and description of the experiment was mainly 
developed within AP1.2. 

2.5.3 Approach 
Poses are one of the identified performance limiting factors (PLFs), for which an exemplary 
dataset has been created, as well as planning for experiments, to validate the PLF and improve 
model performance on it. 

Due to the data driven methods, with which DNNs are trained, the model needs to observe data 
during training, which are similar to those on which evaluation is performed later. For the use 
case of object detection, typical annotations of humans in form of 2D bounding boxes, are much 
higher than wide. Additionally, certain optical characteristics of humans, which are visible in 
walking pose, might not be visible for different poses. Hence, the detection of humans in 
untypical poses might be problematic for the network. 

Studying the influence of poses on a normal dataset comes with certain limitations and 
difficulties, since other effects such as the contrast of the human, the relative size within the 
image or the degree of occlusion also have large effects on the detection performance e.g. what 
makes it difficult to correlate misdetections with pose-related influences. 

https://www.euroncap.com/de/fuer-ingenieure/protocols/vulnerable-road-user-vru-protection/
https://www.euroncap.com/de/fuer-ingenieure/protocols/vulnerable-road-user-vru-protection/
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The pose scenario was defined on the one hand to show how a PLF can be measured and on the 
other hand, how experiments can be designed to measure and reduce the limitation of the 
network. This pose scenario includes the definition of a dataset, which tries to enable an 
isolated evaluation of the effect of the pose. Additionally, the tooling is described, which was 
used to generate the dataset. Finally, experiment plans are described, which measure the effect 
of pose on the performance, and try to increase the performance for this particular problem. 

This experiment extends the already defined experiments safety-oriented NCAP-like scenarios 
described in detail in AP4.1 and their evaluations in AP4.4. 

2.5.4 Result 

2.5.4.1 Dataset 
Three different datasets are part of the pose scenario 

1. A training dataset (4320 images) 

2. A small test dataset, which can be used for a quick sanity check (180 images) 

3. A (large) test dataset, on which the DNN performance can be evaluated (1728 + 3456 
images) 

The training dataset contains a diverse set of poses and scenes, to train a model capable of 
generalizing. The performance of a model can be initially evaluated on a small test dataset, 
which is similar in many aspects to the training dataset. The large test dataset then tests the 
performance and generalization capability of the model to a much greater extend. 

To isolate the influence of the pose, different parameters are defined, which are either fix 
within a dataset, or define different variations. To create the dataset all combinations between 
the variable parameters are rendered. The parameters, which are varied either between or 
within a dataset are the following: 

• The pedestrian asset 

• The rotation of the asset to the ego camera 

• The position of the asset in the base context 

• The pose of the asset 

• The sun position with regards to the relative azimuth and elevation 

• The position of the ego camera within the base context 

2.5.4.2 Training Dataset 
For the trainings dataset the following parameters are used. The combinations of these 
possibilities creates a training dataset with a total of 4320 images. 

• A single fixed pedestrian asset is used (male, with blue jeans and shirt) 

• The asset takes three different rotations relative to the ego camera 
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• The asset is placed at 5 different positions at the same location in the base context 

• The pedestrian takes 8 different poses (running1, laying1, kneeing, hugging, carrying, 
falling1, falling2, arms backward) 

• 4 different sun positions are simulated 

• Finally 9 different locations in the base context are selected, reflecting different 
scenarios during driving 

2.5.4.3 Test 1 Dataset 
This dataset does serve as a sanity check whether the model has any generalization capabilities 
and thus is similar to the training dataset in many aspects. The test set comes with a total of 
180 total images. 

• It contains a single asset, which is the same as the training asset, but has different 
clothing 

• 1 rotation of the asset 

• 5 positions 

• 3 poses (running1, laying, falling1) 

• 2 sun positions 

• 6 locations 

2.5.4.4 Test 2 Dataset 
The second test dataset does not only change the pedestrian assets, but also uses different 
locations, with similar scenes in the base context. This can be used for a much more 
comprehensive analysis of the generalization capabilities of the model. The (large) test 2 
dataset 1728 images for a male asset and 3456 images for female asset 

• 2 different pedestrian assets (one male, same as test 1 dataset, one female, similar 
clothing to train dataset) 

• 3 different rotations 

• the male asset has 2 different rotations, the female asset has 4 different rotations 

• 8 poses per pedestrian 

• 4 sun positions 

• 9 locations 
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2.5.4.5 Example gallery 

 

2.5.5 Tooling (by Michael Schuldes from E4.1.5 Final: Frontend für eine toolgestützte 
Datenanforderung und Eingabe/ Selektion von möglichen Parametervariationen) 

The tool for creating a pedestrian pose dataset was integrated into the (NCAP-like) scenario 
request and parameter variation tool. It has a graphical user interface, that enables placement 
of pedestrians on images, definition of poses and creates simulation instructions from the set 
data. As an input, the images from simulation together with the respective meta annotations 
files are needed. The meta-annotation file is required to build the reference to the simluation 
world coordinate system. When the tool is started, the user is able to define a set of desired hip 
rotations of the desired pedestrian assets relative to the perspective of the camera. In addition 
the sun elevation and azimuth can be set. Trough a skeleton preview the asset MoCaP animation, 
animationtime and position are superimposed on the image from simulation. When exporting, for 
each combination of asset, position and rotation one simulation instruction file is created. The 
position and information on vehicles present in the simulated image are copied from the meta 
annotation file to the simulation instruction file. 
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2.5.5.1 Experiment planning 
To evaluate the performance the following experiments have been planned. 

The overall performance of the DNN is evaluated, by not only testing on the pose test sets, but 
also the test dataset of the original task (Tr#6 test). This is planned to ensure that the model 
does not only increase performance on the pose task, but the performance on the original task 
does not decrease. The following three experiments are designed and the rationale behind them 
is explained. 

 Pre training 
data 

Finetuning 
data 

Tr #6 Testdata 
performance 

Pose Test 1 
dataset 

Pose Test 2 
dataset 

Experiment 
1 

Tr#3+#4+#5+#6 
Training data 

None Expect good 
performance 

Expect bad 
performance 

Expect bad 
performance 

Experiment 
2 

Tr#3+#4+#5+#6 
Training data 

Pose train 
dataset 

Expect worse 
performance 
than 
experiment 1 

Expect better 
performance 
than 
experiment 1 

Expect better 
performance 
than 
experiment 1 
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 Pre training 
data 

Finetuning 
data 

Tr #6 Testdata 
performance 

Pose Test 1 
dataset 

Pose Test 2 
dataset 

Experiment 
3 

Tr#3+#4+#5+#6 
Training data 

Mix of pre 
training 
data and 
Pose train 
data 

Comparable 
performance 
to experiment 
1 

Comparable 
performance 
to experiment 
2 

Comparable 
performance 
to experiment 
2 

2.5.5.2 General Expectation of the Experiment 
Since the images often have the same background and not much asset variation a high amount of 
data augmentation required, to make sure that the model does not learn the pedestrian model. 

The performance one some poses will be much better (e.g. on running pose likely very good), 
since it is similar to the walking pedestrians used mostly throughout Tr#3-6 training data. On the 
other hand the performance on poses with unusual bounding boxes (e.g. laying on the ground) 
should be evaluated carefully, since the asset will look much different, and have a wide but not 
very high bounding box. The effect of rotation of pedestrians laying on the ground might also 
have a huge influence, since the shape of the bounding box can vary drastically. 

2.5.5.3 Experiment 1 
To gain an initial baseline the performance is evaluated on the Tr#6 test data, as well as pose 
test 1 and 2 dataset. This model is the result of training on Tr#3-Tr#6 train data (train/val split). 
The expectation here is that the model would perform well on the Tr#6 test set, since it is 
similar to the training. However, since uncommon poses are only rarely part of the training data, 
the performance for the test sets is expected to be not very high. 

2.5.5.4 Experiment 2 
The model is now finetuned (the same model from experiment 1 is trained further) with the 
training dataset from the pose scenario. Here, the performance on pose test dataset should be 
much better. However, it can happen that performance decreases on the test data of Tr#6, 
since the fine-tuning only contains uncommon poses, which is not the only use-case of the model 
later on. 

2.5.5.5 Experiment 3 

The model is now finetuned (again, the same model from experiment 1) with the original 
training data as well as the pose training data. Each batch should contain some amount of data 
from each training set (e.g. 8 images from Tr#3-6 and 8 images from the pose train dataset). The 
evaluation should conclude that the performance does not decrease on the main task, while 
performance increases on the pose task. 
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2.6 E1.2.6 Final: Definition funktionaler Anforderungen und Einteilung in 
Fähigkeitsstufen (zur Veröfffentlichung) 

2.6.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Document 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content Definition 

Classification level PU 

Authors: Simon Heming, Emil Schreiber , Frederik Blank , Andreas Albrecht  

2.6.2 Description of the result 

2.6.3 Approach 
The aim of the E1.2.6 document is to formally define and specify the AI functions that will be 
developed in TP1 and that will be at the core of the investigations of this project. 

This includes the following steps: 

• outlining an abstract perception chain to facilitate a clear understanding of the 
terminology 

• defining which part of the perception chain we will call the “AI function” 

• defining the input and output interfaces of the AI function for our concrete applications 

• setting basic requirements for the outputs that the AI function is supposed to deliver 

• setting basic requirements for the inputs on which the AI function is supposed be able to 
generate resonable performance 

• define attributes which influence the detection capabilites of the AI function 
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2.6.4 Result 

2.6.4.1 The AI function and its location within the perception chain 

2.6.4.1.1 Abstract perception chain 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the considered perception chain with its main building blocks and 
intermediate interfaces. The images are shown as an example for a single-camera 2D-bounding-
box detection, but any other application (e.g. pose estimation on combined camera and lidar 
data) would follow the same scheme. 

Here we want to define the perception chain in which the AI function is embedded. The 
perception chain processes information gathered from the (in our case virtual) world to produce 
some desired complex output. 

The description here is intentionally abstract in order be applicable for a wide range of possible 
AI functions. 

We split the perception chain into five main blocks: sensing, pre-processing, the neural network, 
post-processing, and interpretation or planning. In a real-world AI application the chain could 
continue further to produce further outputs of increasingly higher order, but this is not 
considered here. 

2.6.4.1.1.1 Sensing 
The sensing takes information from the (virtual) world and transforms it into sensor data. In our 
case the sensing will be modeled in the rendering pipeline with mathematical sensor models (for 
camera and lidar). 

The output of the sensing block is the sensor data in the format specified (together with the 
annotation formats) in E1.2.3. Standardized processing that is already applied to the saved 
sensor data (e.g. conversion into a specific color space for image data) will be considered part of 
the sensor model. 

2.6.4.1.1.2 Pre-processing 
The optional pre-processing step includes any further processing of the sensor data that is done 
before feeding it into the neural network. This could include conversions of the data format, 
normalization of image data (in addition to a possible normalization that might already be 
included within a sensor model), or application of coordinate transformations like image 
rectification. 

2.6.4.1.1.3 Neural network 
This block encompasses the neural network itself that is at the core of our consideration. 
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2.6.4.1.1.4 Post-processing 

The optional post-processing includes any essential processing that is applied to the raw network 
output in order to provide a more useful output for downstream applications. 

A common example would be non-maximum suppression and thresholding for a bounding-box 
detection that serves to remove duplicate and low-relevance bounding boxes. 

Post-processing would also include any data conversion that is used to bring the output into a 
common format for better comparability. 

2.6.4.1.1.5 Interpretation/planning 
All following higher-order processing that needs to happen to use the AI perception for fulfilling 
an intended high-level safety goal is considered collectively in this last block. This includes both 
interpretation (e.g. understanding which detected pedestrian is in danger of being hit) and 
planning (e.g. evaluating possible reactions) and could be further extended to following steps 
like acting. 

These higher-order processing steps are not themselves part of the project scope, but they can 
be considered to provide context for the AI function. 

2.6.4.1.1.6 Possible variations 
Some neural-network applications investigated in this project might not directly fit a purely 
linear perception chain. In particular, sensor fusion models (e.g. those investigated in AP1.4) 
will include several parallel paths or multiple distinct neural networks. For these cases a clear 
separation into pre-processing, neural network and post-processing might no longer be possible, 
but the overall structure of the detection chain should remain valid. 

2.6.4.1.2 Definition: “AI function” 
Within this project we consider the “AI function” that will be the target of the assurance to be 
the combination of pre-processing, the actual neural network, and post-processing. The AI 
function takes the sensor data as its input and produces a low-level output. 

Sensing is explicitly not included as part of the AI function. Instead, it is considered a part of the 
world. Variations of the sensors (e.g. sensing noise) will therefore be considered analogues to 
environmental influences (e.g. lighting conditions), rather than considering them on the same 
level as variations of the investigated neural network. 

All higher-order processing steps beyond a simple post-processing, like interpretation and 
planning, are also not considered part of the AI function. 

The AI function will be essentially defined by its input and output interfaces. Only AI functions 
that provide the same output can be directly compared. Therefore we want to define only a 
small number of possible output formats that all implemented AI functions should conform to. 

AI functions operating on different inputs generally remain comparable: E.g. an AI function 
operating only on camera data can be compared with one operating only on lidar data by 
considering both as special cases of an AI function that operates on both camera and lidar data. 
Still, for the sake of simplicity we only want to consider a minimum amount of possible inputs. 
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2.6.4.2 Inputs 

This section defines the possible input interfaces for the AI functions considered in the project. 
A specific AI function can use a single input or a combination of inputs. 

For technical specifications we refer back to E1.2.1 (camera specifications), E1.2.3 (lidar 
specifications) and E1.2.3 (annotation formats) which also already includes suggestions for input 
data formats. 

2.6.4.2.1 Mono camera 
This sensor input provides RGB image frames from a single front-facing camera at the camera’s 
full specified resolution and bit depth. The function can choose to consider only a reduced 
version of this data (e.g. half resolution, lower bit depth). 

The parameters are taken from the camera sensor specification (E1.2.1). The data format for 
storage of the camera data is specified in the annotation format specifications (E1.2.3). 

Table 1: Subset of camera senor data parameters (from E1.2.1). 

parameter value 

resolution 1920 × 1280 (5.1 MP) 

bit depth 32 bit (for EXR) 

(all other camera parameters) (also as specified in E1.2.1) 

2.6.4.2.2 Lidar 
Lidar sensor data input is provided as frames of point clouds. Following the specifications in 
annotation format document (E1.2.3), each point consists of its 3D coordinate (in the lidar 
coordinate system), a 3D velocity vector, the detection intensity, and polarization information in 
x- and y-direction. 

According to the lidar sensor specification document (E1.2.2) it is foreseen that during the data 
generation process lidar data will be generated at a higher than realistic resolution and with a 
very large field of view. Realistic lidar data is then generated from this by downsampling and 
application of a lidar model. Only this final lidar sensor data is considered as the input of the AI 
function. 

2.6.4.2.3 Meta information 
The AI function can be provided with additional meta data as necessary. 

Typically this will be static parameters that might influence the pre- or post-processing. An 
example would be camera parameters that can be used for applying a coordinate transformation 
in the pre-processing step. 

It is not foreseen to provide dynamic meta information (e.g. odometry, weather information, 
time of day) as input for the AI function, but this can be included as a possible input if desirable. 
(Such information will still be available as ground-truth data and can potentially be used for KPIs 
and other evaluations.) 
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2.6.4.2.4 Single frame vs. sequence data input 

Inputs, as well as outputs, of the AI function are considered to be a sequence of frames of data. 
I.e. the function is called with N data frames as input and will produce a sequence of output 
predictions. 

While some detectors consider single-frame input, other applications might work on sequence 
data (in particular for AP1.4 and AP1.5). Single-frame functions can be trivially handled as multi-
frame functions by applying repeatedly applying them to the individual frames of a longer 
sequence (e.g. to evaluate a tracking metric also for a single-frame detector). 

If there are several input modalities (camera and lidar) the data frames should be synchronized. 

2.6.4.3 Outputs and Performance Expectation 
This section defines a small set of target outputs considered in this projects. For good 
comparability and to facilitate evaluation, testing and assurance, all AI functions should provide 
their output according these specification, which was consolidated in TP1 / TP3 Algorithm 
Output Formats. 

The initial focus of assurance in TP4 will be on 2D bounding boxes (according to a poll conducted 
at the combined AP4.1/P1 and AP4.2/P3 workshop in Garching on 03.09.2019). AI functions that 
target other outputs (3D bounding boxes or pose) could optionally use post-processing to provide 
an additional (approximated) 2D bounding box output to be directly comparable with other 2D 
functions. 

2.6.4.3.1 2D bounding boxes 
The aim of an AI function targeting this output format should be to provide one 2D bounding box 
for each pedestrian that is at least partially visible in the camera image. Other object classes 
are not considered. It is not part of the AI function to consider the “importance” of a pedestrian 
(e.g. deciding whether the pedestrian is in the path of the ego vehicle). 

2.6.4.3.1.1 Output details 

• The bounding box should cover the full extent of the pedestrian, including parts that 
might be occluded or outside of the image frame. (E.g. if the legs of a pedestrian are 
covered by a car in the foreground, the output bounding box should estimate how far the 
legs extent behind the car.) 

• Carried items (bags, rucksacks, etc.) are to be considered part of the pedestrian and 
included in the bounding box, whereas pushed or pulled objects (shopping carts, wheeled 
suitcases, etc.) are not (following the annotation specifications in E1.2.3 [1]). 

• A 2D bounding box is given by its center coordinates and its width and height (in the 
image coordinate system). 

• For each bounding box the output should include the network’s classification score (e.g. 
for generating ROC curves). This score does not need to be normalized to provide a 
reliable uncertainty estimate. 

https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=57804791
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=57804791
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2.6.4.3.1.2 Basic requirements 

The goal for the AI function will be to match the ground-truth bounding boxes “as well as 
possible”, i.e. ideally a bounding box for each visible pedestrian, accurately estimated 
coordinates and dimensions, and no extra bounding boxes. The details of how these goals are 
quantified and weighted for optimizations with quantitative metrics will be specified in the KPI 
definitions of E1.2.7. 

We set basic limitations for the bounding boxes that need to be detected (these are 
intentionally chosen ambitious in order to not exclude any potentially interesting corner cases, it 
is understood that the performance will be impacted before these limits are reached): 

• Bounding boxes smaller than 33 px height can be ignored for training and evaluation. 

• Bounding boxes with an occlusion of more than 80% can be ignored for training and 
evaluation. 

2.6.4.3.2 2D semantic segmentation 
The semantic segmentation predicts class labels for each pixel in the input image. In general a 
relatively large set of classes (e.g. 14: "person", "car", "road", "sky", etc.) will be used, so that 
pedestrian detection is only one subtask. If desired, the semantic segmentation output can 
however be evaluated as a pure pedestrian detection task by combining all non-pedestrian 
classes into a single background class. 

The semantic segmentation does not aim to separate individual pedestrians (instance 
segmentation). 

2.6.4.3.2.1 Output details 

• The output of the semantic segmentation is a class map, mapping each pixel to the 
predicted class. 

• Optionally confidence maps can be output that reflect the networks classification score 
for each pixel and each class. This score does not need to be normalized to provide a 
reliable uncertainty estimate. 

• In case of reflections or transparencies the class of the primary object should be output 
(e.g. class "car" for a car window, even if you can see the sky through the window). 

2.6.4.3.2.2 Basic requirements 
For training and evaluation the semantic segmentation is generally evaluated on a per-pixel 
basis, based on counts of correctly and incorrectly labelled pixels. Metrics can take into account 
the relative frequency of classes. 

Aspects like clustering of pixels of a certain class will generally not be considered for training 
(e.g. 10 wrongly labelled individual pixels spread over the image will be counted the same as 10 
wrong connected pixels). 

2.6.4.3.3 3D bounding boxes 

This output format should provide a single 3D bounding box for each pedestrian that is at least 
partially visible for the camera and/or lidar. Other object classes are not considered.  
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2.6.4.3.3.1 Output details 

(mostly the same as for 2D bounding boxes) 

• The bounding box should cover the full extent of the pedestrian, including parts that 
might be occluded or outside of the image frame. 

• Carried items (bags, rucksacks, etc.) are to be considered part of the pedestrian and 
included in the bounding box, whereas pushed or pulled objects (shopping carts, wheeled 
suitcases, etc.) are not (following the annotation specifications in E1.2.3 [1]). 

• The 3D bounding box output is given by its center coordinates relative to the ego vehicle, 
its rotation (given as quaternion), and its size (height, width, depth). 

• For each bounding box the output should include the network’s classification score (e.g. 
for generating ROC curves). This score does not need to be normalized to provide a 
reliable uncertainty estimate. 

2.6.4.3.3.2 Basic requirements 

Like for 2D bounding boxes, the goal for the AI function will be to match the ground-truth 
bounding boxes “as well as possible”, i.e. ideally a bounding box for each visible pedestrian, 
accurately estimated coordinates and dimensions, and no extra bounding boxes. The details of 
how these goals are quantified and weighted for optimizations with quantitative metrics will be 
specified in the KPI definitions of E1.2.7. 

The orientation of bounding boxes can optionally be considered or ignored for training and 
evaluation. 

We set basic limitations for the bounding boxes that need to be detected (these are 
intentionally chosen ambitious in order to not exclude any potentially interesting corner cases, it 
is understood that the performance will be impacted before these limits are reached): 

• Bounding boxes beyond 100 m distance (outside of lidar range and small in camera view) 
can be ignored for training and evaluation. 

• Bounding boxes with an occlusion of more than 90% (as seen from the camera or lidar) 
can be ignored for training and evaluation. 

2.6.4.3.4 Other output modalities 
The other output modalities considered for the project (e.g. 2D/3D pose estimation, intention 
recognition, etc.) are too varied to individually specify in detail here. Please refer to description 
of the respective results in AP1.3-5. 

For comparative analysis and assurance most of these other targeted output modalities can 
additionally be converted (at least approximately) to pedestrian detections following the 
previously specified output formats (e.g. a 3D pose estimation can be converted to a 3D 
bounding box to be evaluated with the same metrics). This will, of course, only capture part of 
the capabilities of the respective AI function. 
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2.6.4.3.5 Performance expectations 

Since the dataset is completely new and has a specific focus, it is difficult to work with values 
from other dataset to define an expected performance baseline. 

The targeted metrics please refer to the metric collection: E1.2.7 Definition der Performanz- 
und Qualitäts-KPIs und ihrer Zielwerte, while baseline performance estimates and improvements 
should be taken from the results of AP1.3, AP1.4 and AP1.5. 

Instead an operational design domain (ODD) is defined on which the AI should be able to 
operate. 

2.6.4.4 Expectations for ODD coverage 
The following is a draft for an operational design domain (ODD) in which the AI function(s) is 
expected to operate. It was developed in the P3 process (by Martin Schels , documented here) 
from a top-down perspective, defining desired customer-facing capabilities. Here we extend this 
by comments specifying in how far this is expected to be achievable from the perspective of the 
AI function developers. 

2.6.4.4.1 Notes: 
The label is meant to indicate ODD dimensions that are not expected to specifically cause any 
additional problems. There will still always be hard cases for the AI algorithms even within this 
"unproblematic" ODD. 

The table was filled out trying to keep all planned AI algorithms in mind. However, there will be 
differences in how far the different algorithms are impacted by the individual factors. 

(this table based on the ODD Definition: Function definition view ) 

Attribute Sub-
attribute 

Sub-
attribute 

Desired 
capability 

Expected achievability 

Drivable 
area type 
 

Autobahn   NO   

Urban road   YES   NO PROBLEM  

Minor roads   NO   

Lane 
specification 

number of 
lanes 

  YES  
minimum 
2 

 NO PROBLEM  

lane 
dimensions 

  YES  
minimum 
3.7m 

 NO PROBLEM  

Drivable 
area 
geometry 

Horizontal 
plane 

Straight 
roads 

 YES   NO PROBLEM  

Curves   YES   NO PROBLEM  

https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328410
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328410
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Emschels
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/ODD+Definition%3A+Function+definition+view
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/ODD+Definition%3A+Function+definition+view
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Attribute Sub-
attribute 

Sub-
attribute 

Desired 
capability 

Expected achievability 

Vertical 
plane 

Level 
plane 

 YES   NO PROBLEM  

slope  YES   NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING depending on 
slope 

Drivable 
area surface 
type 

Asphalt   YES   NO PROBLEM  

other    NO   

Vehicle 
velocity 

<= 50km/h   YES   NO PROBLEM  

> 50km   NO   

Weather 
type 
 
 
 

Sunny Hot  YES   NO PROBLEM  

Cold  YES   NO PROBLEM  

Rainfall   NO  probably useful restrictions, making the 
problem significantly easier for the AI 
function 
 NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING / IMPOSSIBLE 

at some level of fog there will no 
detection possible 

Fog depending 
on level of 
fog 

 YES / NO  

Snow   NO  

Time of day Daytime   YES   NO PROBLEM  

Night   NO  probably useful restriction, making the 
problem significantly easier for the AI 
function 

VRU type Pedestrian 
 

Adult  YES   NO PROBLEM  

Child  YES   NO PROBLEM  

Elderly  YES   NO PROBLEM  

Cyclists   YES   CHALLANGING doable, but only with 
sufficient training data 

Skaters   NO   

VRU 
properties 

Clothing   YES  
all kinds 

 NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING  
(extremely unusual clothing could 
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Attribute Sub-
attribute 

Sub-
attribute 

Desired 
capability 

Expected achievability 

reduce performance, e.g. mascot 
costumes) 

Occlusion minimum 
up to 80% 

 YES / NO   NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING / IMPOSSIBLE 

at some level of occlusion there will be 
a significant performance impact, it 
might be useful to distinguish two or 
three levels of occlusion 

pose walking 
(<=5km/h) 

 YES   NO PROBLEM  

running 
(>5km/h) 

 YES   NO PROBLEM  

Distance to 
ego vehicle 

<= 20.6 m  YES   NO PROBLEM interaction with pedestrians 
this close can occur quickly and good 
detection performance is required 

> 20.6 m < 
60m 

 YES   NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING pedestrians 
that are further away become 
increasingly smaller and way harder to 
detect. also more chances for occlusion 

>= 60 m  NO  to be clear: we expect that there are 
still VRUs at >60m included in the data, 
but detection of these is not expected 
and evaluated 

Surfaces solid   YES   NO PROBLEM  

transparent   YES   NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING transparent 
surfaces can potentially create 
challenging situations (e.g. should a 
person behind glass be detected or 
not?), but transparent surfaces should 
definitely be included in the ODD 

reflecting / 
wet road 

  YES   NO PROBLEM / CHALLANGING (same as for 
transparent surfaces) 

Some of these attributes are considered challenging because they can take values that decrease 
the detection performance. To differentiate these attributes the performance limiting factors 
were defined, which are also investiaged throughout the project. 
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2.6.4.5 Performance Limiting factors 

A performance limiting factor is a human comprehensible, physically or electronically 
measurable value, which directly or indirectly influences the performance of a DNN. The 
performance is expected to be significantly affected by the following defined factors. Some of 
them might be "tolerable" (e.g. by exclusion from ODD), others might be mitigated with 
sufficient specific training data (Andreas Albrecht , Frederik Blank ). The focus of investigations 
within the project are the data specific PLFs, which can be mitigated by adjusting and 
optimizing the dataset itself, or the methods used during training. 

2.6.4.5.1 Notes: 
The table was filled out trying to keep all planned AI algorithms in mind, but with a slight focus 
on camera-based detections. We expect most listed factors to play a role for all algorithms. 
However, there will be differences in how far the different algorithms are impacted by the 
individual factors (e.g. a LIDAR-only 3D detector might not be significantly impacted by low 
color contrast between foreground and background objects). Some specific aspects for LIDAR-
based detections are mentioned explicitly in the comments column. 

Combinations of limiting factors (e.g. far way + strongly occluded) will compound the difficulty 
for the AI functions, making false detections more likely.  

2.6.4.5.2 Categorization: 
(Note that the following categories are not clear-cut.) 

 FUNDAMENTAL Fundamental limitation: A limitation that is caused by fundamental difficulties of 
the task set for the AI function. These limitation can either not be solved at all for the given 
sensor data (e.g. if strong fog completely obscures the recorded image, the limited field of view 
of the camera, too little resolution) or the AI function would have to develop very high-level 
reasoning skills (e.g. to reliably distinguish reflections of people from real people). 

 DATA-DRIVEN Data-driven limitation: A limitation that is mostly determined by the situation not 
being well represented (maybe also not easily representable) in the (expected) training data. 
Mitigating these limitations requires specific inclusion of sufficient relevant cases in the training 
data. 

 EXCLUDABLE potentially addressable by excluding from ODD: Limitations that could be 
mitigated by excluding them from the ODD. In the real world this could be done for situations 
that can be reliably detected up front and where it's acceptable that the system wont work (e.g. 
AI function not available during strong fog). In the project scope this can be further done by 
simple excluding such cases from the world that is considered. 

 OUT-OF-DISTRIBUTION potentially addressable by out-of-distribution detection: Limitations that 
are easily accessible by methods like out-of-distribution detection.  

 ACCEPTABLE potentially acceptable: Limitations that can be defined as acceptable because the 
will not have a negative impact on the derived driving decisions. Examples are detecting non 
human obstacles as human or not detecting pedestrians that are significantly outside the driving 
corridor. 

https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Eandreas.albrecht
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Efrederik.blank
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

1a Low light 
intensity 

Combination of dark 
background with low 
reflectance and a dark 
clothed pedestrian. 

  

Image source: [1] 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( EXCLUDABLE ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION ) 

No, the DNN 
has no problem 
by itself if the 
images from 
the sensor have 
no low light 
issues. 

Difficulty of 
extracting 
features that 
are usually 
available in 
usual 
situations 

Objects are not 
captured well by 
camera in lack of 
light intensity. 
Camera based 
detectors require 
a certain number 
of photons to 
leave the noise 
floor and reach a 
sufficient SNR 
(signal to noise 
ratio), otherwise 
DNN generates 
“weak features” 

  

 
 

(all clothing parts 
have Individual color) 
 

1b Luminance 
high 
dynamic 
range 

a combination of bright 
light sources (sun, 
flashlights headlamps..) in 
direct view or reflected 
from glossy surfaces (glass 
facades, wet road, 
metallic mirrors..) into the 
field of view and at the 
same time shadowed 
regions (by buildings, large 
trucks or vegetation) 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( EXCLUDABLE ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION ) 

No, the DNN 
has no problem 
by itself if the 
images from 
the sensor have 
no light issues. 

Automotive 
systems are 
not often 
exposed to 
such 
situation, 
but as some 
of these 
situation 
appear 
systematicall
y at night 
with wet 
roads or at 
sun rise and 
fall the 
relevance of 
such cases is 
not 
negligible 
and must be 
regarded in 

At points with 
high dynamic 
luminance the 
objects such as 
road surface is 
not captured 
well by camera 

There can be 
noise points 
caused by direct 
sunlight; noise 
points caused by 
some direct 
source of light 
(a wide wave 
spectrum, and 
that is why the 
sun shows this 
effect easily). 

large variety of LightSources 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

network 
training 

1c Low 
contrast 
due to rain 

Rainy weather conditions  FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( EXCLUDABLE ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION ) 

DNN is unable 
to extract good 
features of 
objects with 
diluted 
contours if only 
camera sensor 
is used in rainy 
weather which 
leads to lower 
performance 

  a dilution of 
object contours 
and textures or 
change in color 
appearance in 
camera 

If there is a 
blockage by rain 
distortion 
effects appear 
for Lidar, 
otherwise Lidar 
has a good 
performance in 
rain within 100 
m and also for 
low hanging 
clouds 

 

1d Low 
contrast 
due to fog 

 
 
an example of fog - image 
source: [1] 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( EXCLUDABLE ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION 

e.g. for 
blinding) 

DNN is unable 
to extract good 
features of 
objects with 
diluted 
contours if only 
camera sensor 
is used in rainy 
weather which 
leads to lower 
performance 

Lots of 
noise, which 
can change 
the method 
of detection. 
Change in 
the pattern 
or textures. 
could also 
lead to 
missing parts 
of the 
pedestrians, 
association 
error 
(leading to 
too small or 
also too 
large 
bounding 
boxes) 

Dilution of 
textures or 
change in color 
appearance in 
camera 

attenuation 
problem 
  
- Fog is a 
problem for 
Lidar 
- The lidar can 
detect surface 
with ice as a 
part of the road 
but snow and 
ice covered the 
host car -> big 
problem for the 
lidar 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

1e Low 
contrast 
due to 
snow 

    DNN is unable 
to extract good 
features of 
objects with 
diluted 
contours if only 
camera sensor 
is used in rainy 
weather which 
leads to lower 
performance 

Lots of 
noise, which 
can change 
the method 
of detection. 
Change in 
the pattern 
or textures. 
could also 
lead to 
missing parts 
of the 
pedestrians, 
association 
error 
(leading to 
too small or 
also too 
large 
bounding 
boxes) 

Dilution of 
textures or 
change in color 
appearance in 
camera 

The lidar can 
detect surface 
with ice as a 
part of the road 
but snow and 
ice covered the 
host car -> big 
problem for the 
lidar 
  
Blockage A 
known case is 
when wet-snow 
adheres to the 
front cover and 
blocks the 
sensor. This 
happens very 
fast in some 
scenarios and 
the sensor is 
completely 
blind. 
Lower 
Temperatures - 
Lower 
temperatures 
(with rain, fog, 
snow or hail one 
usually has a 
lower 
temperature 
than in a 
summer sunny 
day) require a 
correct 
adjustment of 
the APD-

  
AdditionalRoadCoverType_Snow, 
RoadCoverMainType_Snow, 
GroundCoverMainType_Snow 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

control, 
otherwise one 
may get more 
noise detection 

1f Low 
contrast 
due to hail 
and falling 
hail 

Bad weather condition, 
hail falling 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( EXCLUDABLE ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION ) 

No lead to 
missing parts 
of the 
pedestrians, 
association 
error 

a dilution of 
object contours 
and textures in 
camera 

Lidar can detect 
the hail and 
falling hail 
however 
Behavior is not 
well known 

  
AdditionalRoadCoverType_Hail, 
RoadCoverMainType_Hail, 
GroundCoverMainType_Hail 

1g Low 
contrast 
due to 
steam 

Steam from manhole 
covers , 
Exhaust steam from other 
car 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( EXCLUDABLE ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION ) 

No could lead to 
missing parts 
of the 
pedestrians, 
association 
error 
(leading to 
too small or 
also too 
large 
bounding 
boxes) 

a dilution of 
object contours 
and textures in 
camera 

The lidar can 
detect the 
steam as target 
but it makes a 
problem for the 
3D cloud point 
areas of Lidar 
(noise 
distribution) 
  

  

 
 

1h Modulated 
light 

saving infrastructure lights 
(street lamps, traffic 
lights), high efficient car 
lamps (LED head, tail and 
brake light), blue flashing 
light in conjunction with a 
signal tone e.g. ensures 
right of way for emergency 
or police cars 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION 

e.g. for 
blinding) 

No 
  

As camera 
sensors are 
the only 
sensor 
technology 
being able to 
detect both 
signal light, 
color and 
situation 
context 
which is 
required to 

modulation of 
the appearance 
of objects and 
even the 
generation of 
modulating light 
pattern on 
reflecting 
objects 

No problem 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

react in an 
appropriate 
way it is 
obvious that 
any 
interpretatio
n error 
might lead 
to legal 
consequence
s or even 
risk of lives 

BicycleLight, Brakelight, 
CameraFlashLight, CarriedLaser, 
CarriedPositionLights, 
EmergencyLight, 
HeadlightHighBeam, 
HeadlightLowBeam, SignalLight, 
TrafficEnforcementCameraFlashLig
ht, TrafficLight, 
VariableTrafficSign 

1i Unbalance
d spectrum 

a narrow band light source 
(e.g. some local effective 
light sources as LED-
flashlights of rescue 
vehicles, or “global scene 
effective” LED illuminants 
like “BauWatch green 
light” or high pressure 
sodium vapor light) is the 
dominant illuminant 

 
effect of narrow band LED, 
image source [1] 

( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION ) 

Can cause 
misdetection of 
objects due to 
change in 
appearance 

  changes the 
appearance of 
objects and the 
contrast against 
the background 

No problem 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

1j Light 
induced 
image 
artefacts  

Example of light artefacts 
on the bus, image source 
[1] 

( OUT-OF-
DISTRIBUTION 

e.g. for 
blinding) 

The part of 
objects with 
light reflections 
cannot be 
detected 
correctly 

  • changes 
the 
appeara
nce of 
objects 
in the 
camera. 

• Depends 
where 
the 
object 
in the 
image + 
sun 
reflecti
on. 

• sun 
reflecti
ons 
only 
when 
the sun 
angels 
in 
crossin
g 
directly 
the 
lidar 
beam 

• Reflect
ive 
markin
gs 
make 
the 
detecti
on 
difficul
t 

 

 

 

2 Low 
contrast, 
similar 
color to 
backgroun
d 

dark clothes on dark 
background or clothes of 
similar color to 
background 

  dark clothes on 
dark 
background will 
be hard for 
DNNs, but 
definitely need 
to be detected 
as well as 
possible 
(cannot be 
excluded from 
ODD)  

    No problem for 
lidar 

 (all clothing parts 
have Individual color) 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

 
3a Uncommon 

person 
poses 

• lying down (on the 
floor or on a bench) 

• handstand 

 DATA-DRIVEN  
  

If there are not 
enough data 
available for 
training on 
uncommon 
poses, DNN will 
have 
difficulties in 
detection 

  Extreme body 
poses (e.g. 
upside-down 
persons) will 
most probably 
cause failure 
cases in pose 
estimation 

Unusual scan 
shapes or less 
scan points 
might be a 
problem (ex: 
lying down) 
 
  

  

3b Uncommon 
person 
locations, 
above or 
below 
ground 

• on a bridge or building 
(high above main 
ground plane) 

• in hole or ditch 
• on a strongly sloping 

road 

 DATA-DRIVEN  

 ACCEPTABLE ? 

• more likely 
to cause 
problems 
for 3D 
algorithms 

• needs 
training 
data 

• might not 
be very 
relevant as 

    No problem 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

long as 
such 
people are 
always 
outside of 
ego lane 
(but 
current 
metrics 
won't take 
this into 
account) 

3c Uncommon 
person 
motion 
  
  

• People on bikes 

• Wheelchairs 

• Scooters 

 DATA-DRIVEN  

 EXCLUDABLE ? 

  

• unlikely to 
be properly 
detected 
unless 
specifically 
included in 
training 
data 

• with 
sufficient 
training 
data these 
cases 
should be 
doable. 

• this 
depend on 
the image 
segmentati
on and 
ground 
truth of 
the 
training 
DNN 

       IsCarring_People, Wheelchair, 
TwoWheeler 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

3d people in 
combinatio
n with 
large 
objects 

• carrying large suitcase 
• carrying umbrella 

• pushing stroller/pram, 
shopping cart 

 DATA-DRIVEN  • distinction 
which 
objects to 
include or 
not to 
include 
within the 
bounding 
box/SemSe
g 
class/etc. 
might be 
hard for 
network to 
learn 

• this 
depend on 
the image 
segmentati
on and 
ground 
truth of 
the 
training 
DNN 

      

  

 

4 Groups of 
persons 
  

• people walking 
together or hand in 
hand 

• people waiting at a 
bus stop 

• large crowd 

 FUNDAMENTAL 
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

 ACCEPTABLE ? 

  

• this 
depend on 
the image 
segmentati
on and 
ground 
truth of 
the 

   less of a 
prbolem for 
LIDAR; depends 
on the occlusion 
level and scope 
of detection 
(individual 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

training 
DNN 

• close 
groups of 
people are 
likely to 
cause some 
false 
negatives 

• might be 
acceptable 
as long as 
group as a 
whole is 
still 
detected 

instance or as a 
group) 

same for Children, Teenagers, 
OldPersons 
InteractionWithPerson 

 
 

5 Uncommon 
person 
clothing, 
strong 
patterns 

• costumes 
• very strong patterns 

(dazzle camouflage or 
specifically designed 
to evade AI detection) 

 DATA-DRIVEN  
( FUNDAMENTAL 
) 

 EXCLUDABLE  
  

this depend on 
the image 
segmentation 
and ground 
truth of the 
training DNN 

  can we draw a 
line which kind 
of costumes 
cannot 
reasonably be 
expected to be 
detected as a 
person 

Reflectivity of 
the material can 
affect the 
detection 

  
ClothingUpperPartType_Burka 

6a Persons 
depictions 
in on ads 
and 
posters 

photos on advertisement 
posters 
  

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

 ACCEPTABLE ? 
  

False positives 
when no lidar is 
used 

  causes false 
positives unless 
specifically 
trained for 
false detection 
might be 
acceptable here 
(we don't want 
to run over a 
billboard ) 

No problem for 
lidar. Lidar can 
detect 3D 
shapes of 
persons in 
advertisement 

  
Pattern_Imprint, Poster, 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

 
6b Statues    FUNDAMENTAL  

( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

 ACCEPTABLE ? 
  

False positives   will cause false 
positives unless 
specifically 
trained for 
false detection 
might be 
acceptable here 
(we don't want 
to run over a 
sculpture) 

 It will cause 
false positives. 
Lidar can detect 
3D shapes of 
persons in 
advertisement 

  

6c Person 
reflections 
in specular 
surfaces 

• reflection in glass 
façade 

• people inside building 
seen through window 

• people behind glass 
wall of bus stop 

• people in cars 

 FUNDAMENTAL  
( DATA-DRIVEN ) 

 ACCEPTABLE ? 
  

consistent 
labeling 
essential for 
network 
(current data 
does not label 
people 
"occluded" by 
transparent 
objects) 

  reflections are 
likely to cause 
false positives 
unless 
specifically 
trained for (and 
even then there 
might be hard 
cases that in 
doubt should 
rather be 
detected as 
person) 

Reflective 
surfaces can 
cause issues as 
points are 
introduced at 
wrong 
coordinates. 

  

 
PersonsVisible, IsCarring_People 

7 Distant 
persons 

People far away 
 example results from 
DFKI: 
 

 FUNDAMENTAL  

 ACCEPTABLE  

performance 
will drop with 
distance of the 
detected 
pedestrians 

  Only few pixels 
in camera image. 
This is based on 
the range of the 
sensors (physical 
limitation rather 
than 
performance 
limitation) 
  

 Only a single 
scan line in the 
LIDAR data. 
Algorithms are 
affected 
depending on 
the distance, 
point density 
and height 
information of 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

 
  
calculation by Philipp 
Heidenreich (see full 
calculations here: 1.2.1 
Ergebnisbericht):

 
• 1.20m tall child at 

60m distance → ~33px 
high bounding box at 
full camera resolution 

• most algorithms will 
use downsampled 
resolution (e.g. factor 
4) making the above 
scenario already 
challenging  

the distant 
objects. 

8 Occluded 
persons 

• people seen through 
foreground 
vegetation, 

• only top of head 
visible above passing 
car 

  

 FUNDAMENTAL  • performanc
e will drop 
with 
increasing 
occlusion 

• even small 
occlusions 
can make 
it hard to 

  few points 
available in 
camera 

Lidar cannot see 
beyond solid 
objects. Hard to 
detect 
pedestrians if 
only few scan 
points available 
(ex. Body parts)   

https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Ephilipp.heidenreich
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Ephilipp.heidenreich
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=4195318
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=4195318
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

accurately 
estimate 
the full 
bounding 
box (which 
could lead 
to being 
counted as 
false 
detection 
in some 
metrics) 

• 80–90% 
occlusion 
might 
might 
already be 
close to 
impossible 
for some 
algorithms. 

•  (also 
depending 
on which 
parts are 
occluded) 

• There 
could 
potentially 
be 99% 
occluded 
pedestrians 
that are 
still very 
relevant 
(e.g. about 
to enter 
the road 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

behind a 
van) which 
the AI 
function 
cannot 
possibly 
detect. 
How to 
handle 
such cases 
in terms of 
performanc
e metrics? 

• It is based 
on the 
training 
data and 
ground 
truth of 
the persons 
patterns 

9 Signal 
interferenc
es 

         a problem only 
when the 
interferences 
crossing the 
beam directly 
above micro 
second --> rare 
situation till 
today 

 

 
10 Person too 

close to 
The person full body is not 
seen in the camera 

     The camera has 
a Field of View 
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ID limiting 
factor 

Examples Category Problem for 
DNN 

Problem of 
detection 
(data driven) 

Problem for 
Camera 

Problem for 
Lidar 

Representation in ontology 

the 
camera 

60° × 42.1° as 
described in 
E1.2.1. 
Considering that 
the pedestrian 
should be visible 
at least with 
height of H in 
camera, the 
minimum 
distance D of 
Pedestrian to the 
camera is 
calculate as 
D*tan(42.1/2)=H
/2 = 1.3*H 
 →this PLF is not 
relevant, 
because all 
pedestrians 
standing in front 
of the motor 
hood re fully 
seen 
  
  

[1]*Please refer to document provided for light Corner cases by Ulrich Seger (Robert Bosch GmbH) regarding the points in section 1a-j. 

https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=4202755&preview=%2F4202755%2F4203722%2FKI-A_AP2.2_contribution_to_E2.2.1_corner_cases_light.docx
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2.7 E1.2.7 Final: Definition der Performanz- und Qualitäts-KPIs und ihrer Zielwerte 
(zur Veröffentlichung) 

2.7.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Document 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content Definition 

Classification level PU 

2.7.2 Description of the result 

2.7.3 Approach 
Based on literature research a number of metrics to characterize performance of deep neural 
network algorithms for pedestrian detection are collected, described and categorized in terms 
of their input modalities. The latter specifies applicability of a metric to a certain class of 
algorithm, e.g. availability of depth data, and the task this algorithm tries to solve. 

2.7.4 Result 
The partners provided this detailed metric information in a table (below) for various different 
tasks. Furthermore, for some metrics a reference implementation was developed and provided 
to the project. 
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Following table provides an overview of the metrics: 

Identification Classification Details 

Metric ID Metric Category Sub-category Applicable 
task(s) 

Time 
dependence 

Description Definition Implementati
on 

Benchmark Remark Contact Reference 
Value 

Importance 
regarding 
functional 
requirement 

IDs ranging 
from MTRC-
01000 
to MTRC-
01999 

name of 
metric or 
collection of 
metrics 

quality 
metric, 
resource 
metric, or 
something 
else? 

further 
distinction 

e.g. 2D 
bounding box 
detection 

either 
calculated 
independentl
y per frame, 
or depends 
on the 
history of 
frames 

short 
description of 
what the metric 
measures 

paper or 
website 
defining 
the 
metric 

information 
about 
existing 
implementati
ons (if 
available) or 
implementati
on in the 
project 
bitbucket 

benchmark 
website/pap
er using this 
metric (if 
available) 

e.g. "Why is 
this 
important?", 
"Will there 
be necessary 
adaptations?" 

email of 
person who 
added the 
metric 

Value or 
range of 
values with 
unit that a 
reference 
state of the 
art AI 
algorithm 
should reach 
with the 
given metric 

A value that 
states the 
importance 
of this metric 
to measure 
the 
functional 
requirements 
specified 
in E1.2.6 
Definition 
funktionaler 
Anforderunge
n und 
Einteilung in 
Fähigkeitsstu
fen 
1 = low 
2 = medium 
3 = high 

MTRC-01000 Mean 
intersection 
over union 
(mIOU) or 
Jaccard 
Score 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

Semantic 
Segmentatio
n  

time-
independent 

The Jaccard 
Index or 
intersection 
over union is 
calculated as 
follows: true_po
sitive / 
(true_positive + 
false_positive + 
false_negative). 
Usually used for 
semantic 
segmentation is 
the mean of the 
IoU over all 

Shelhamer 
et. al. 

https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_me
tric_script 

http://www.
cvlibs.net/da
tasets/kitti/
eval_semseg.
php?benchma
rk=semantics
2015 

Default 
performance 
measure for 
semantic-
segmentation 

korbinian.hag
n@intel.com 
 

>= 50% in 
a2d2 

3 

https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=328409
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1605.06211.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1605.06211.pdf
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_semseg.php?benchmark=semantics2015
mailto:syed.qutub@intel.com
mailto:syed.qutub@intel.com
mailto:orbinian.hagn@intel.com
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Identification Classification Details 

classes leading 
to the mIoU 

MTRC-01001 Sørensen–
Dice score 
or F1-Score 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

Semantic 
Segmentatio
n  

time-
independent 

The Sørensen–
Dice score 
(commonly 
called Dice-
Score) or F1-
Score: 
2*true_positive 
/ (2* 
true_positive + 
false_positive + 
false_negative). 
As with mIou 
usually the 
mean over all 
classes is used. 

Bertels 
et. al. 

https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_me
tric_script 

 IOU vs. Dice-
Score 

korbinian.hag
n@intel.com 

>= 0.5 3 

MTRC-01002 log-average 
miss rate 
(following 
Caltech 
PDET 
evaluation 
scheme) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Miss rate (= 
FN/(TP+FN)) 
averaged over 
several 
operating points 
with different 
FPPI rate (false 
positives per 
image) 
equidistant on a 
log scale. 

Dollár et 
al. 2012 

reference 
implementati
on available 
in Matlab 

Caltech 
Pedestrian 
Detection 
Benchmark 

The 
evaluation 
protocol 
includes 
well-thought-
out concepts 
of how 
exactly to 
count 
detections 
based on 
overlap, 
occlusion, 
multi-
detections, 
etc. 

emil.schreibe
r@de.bosch.c
om 

good values 
are roughly: 
<0.30 (for 
peds. 
≥100px) 
<0.55 (for 
peds. ≥50px) 

3 

MTRC-01003 Average 
Prec ision 
(AP) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

The 
precision/recall 
curve is 
computed from 
a method’s 
ranked output. 
AP is definded 
as the 
interpolated 

Salton 
and McGill 
1986, 
PASCAL 
VOC, 
COCO 

https://githu
b.com/cvgro
up-
njust/CityPer
sons/blob/m
aster/evaluat
ion/eval_scri
pt/coco.py 

https://pape
rswithcode.c
om/sota/obj
ect-
detection-on-
coco 

- patrick.feifel
@opel-
vauxhall.com 

- 3 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1911.01685.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1911.01685.pdf
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/273537/f1-dice-score-vs-iou/276144#276144
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/273537/f1-dice-score-vs-iou/276144#276144
mailto:syed.qutub@intel.com
mailto:syed.qutub@intel.com
mailto:orbinian.hagn@intel.com
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/files/PAMI12pedestrians.pdf
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/files/PAMI12pedestrians.pdf
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/code/code3.2.1.zip
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/code/code3.2.1.zip
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/code/code3.2.1.zip
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/code/code3.2.1.zip
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
mailto:emil.schreiber@de.bosch.com
mailto:emil.schreiber@de.bosch.com
mailto:emil.schreiber@de.bosch.com
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://github.com/cvgroup-njust/CityPersons/blob/master/evaluation/eval_script/coco.py
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/object-detection-on-coco
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/object-detection-on-coco
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/object-detection-on-coco
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/object-detection-on-coco
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/object-detection-on-coco
https://paperswithcode.com/sota/object-detection-on-coco
mailto:patrick.feifel@opel-vauxhall.com
mailto:patrick.feifel@opel-vauxhall.com
mailto:patrick.feifel@opel-vauxhall.com
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Identification Classification Details 

mean between 
both curves. 

MTRC-01004 Average 2D 
localization 
precision 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Measure the 
shift between 
ground truth 
and prediction 
bounding box 

  MTRC-01004 
and MTRC-
01026: 2D 
localization 
precision 

  Important to 
further 
calculate the 
error in 
world 
coordinate 
system. 
Please also 
see MTRC-
01026. 

christian.hell
ert@continen
tal-
corporation.c
om 

- 2 

MTRC-01005 SRT metric  
(scaling, 
rotation, 
translation 
error) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

3D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

- Simon et 
al. 2019 

 - - timo.saeman
n@valeo.com 

- 2 

MTRC-01006 nuScenes 
detection 
score (NDS) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

3D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

A weighted sum 
of mAP, mean 
Average 
Translation 
Error, mean 
Average Scale 
Error, mean 
Average 
Orientation 
Error, mean 
Average Velocity 
Error and mean 
Average 
Attribute Error 

Caesar et 
al. 2019 

nuscenes-
devkit 

nuScenes 
Detection 
Task 

- david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

MTRC-01007 Birds-Eye-
View mean 
Average 
Prec ision 
(BEV mAP) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

3D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Works like 
normal Average 
Precision, only 
that the 
Positives are 
determined 
using Birds Eye 
View IoU and 
not image view 
IoU. 

Simonelli 
et al. 
2019 

kitti devkit KITTI BEV Most 
popular/used 
for 3d 
Detection 

david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
mailto:christian.hellert@continental-corporation.com
mailto:christian.hellert@continental-corporation.com
mailto:christian.hellert@continental-corporation.com
mailto:christian.hellert@continental-corporation.com
mailto:christian.hellert@continental-corporation.com
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.07537.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.07537.pdf
mailto:timo.saemann@valeo.com
mailto:timo.saemann@valeo.com
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.11027.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.11027.pdf
https://github.com/nutonomy/nuscenes-devkit
https://github.com/nutonomy/nuscenes-devkit
https://www.nuscenes.org/object-detection?externalData=all&mapData=all&modalities=Any
https://www.nuscenes.org/object-detection?externalData=all&mapData=all&modalities=Any
https://www.nuscenes.org/object-detection?externalData=all&mapData=all&modalities=Any
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
https://research.mapillary.com/img/publications/MonoDIS.pdf
https://research.mapillary.com/img/publications/MonoDIS.pdf
https://research.mapillary.com/img/publications/MonoDIS.pdf
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_object.php?obj_benchmark=bev
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_object.php?obj_benchmark=bev
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
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Identification Classification Details 

MTRC-01008 3D mean 
Average 
Prec ision 
(3D mAP) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

3D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Works like 
normal Average 
Precision, only 
that the 
positives are 
determined with 
3D IoU and not 
image view IoU. 

Simonelli 
et al. 
2019 

kitti devkit KITTI 3D - david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

-- 3 

MTRC-01009 Mean Per 
Joint 
Position 
Error 
(MPJPE) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

3D pose 
estimation 

time-
independent 

Computes the 
euclidian 
position error 
and averages it 
over all joints. 

Ionescu et 
al. 2014 

 Human3.6M Most popular 
for 3d pose 
estimation 

nikolas.brasc
h@tum.de 

- 3 

MTRC-01010 Mean Per 
Joint Angle 
Error 
(MPJAE) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

3D pose 
estimation 

time-
independent 

 Ionescu et 
al. 2014 

 Human3.6M - nikolas.brasc
h@tum.de 

- 3 

MTRC-01011 Mean Per 
Joint 
Localization 
Error 
(MPJLE) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

3D pose 
estimation 

time-
independent 

 Ionescu et 
al. 2014 

 Human3.6M - nikolas.brasc
h@tum.de 

- 3 

MTRC-01012 Object 
Keypoint 
Similarity 
(OKS) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

3D pose 
estimation, 
2D pose 
estimation 

time-
independent 

“To compute 
OKS, we pass 
the di[stance] 
through an 
unnormalized 
Guassian with 
standard 
deviation [...], 
where s is the 
object scale and 
κi is a per-
keypont 
constant that 
controls 
falloff.” Then 
these are 
averaged over 
all annotated 
keypoints. 

COCO 
Keypoint 
Evaluation 

 COCO - david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

https://research.mapillary.com/img/publications/MonoDIS.pdf
https://research.mapillary.com/img/publications/MonoDIS.pdf
https://research.mapillary.com/img/publications/MonoDIS.pdf
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_object.php?obj_benchmark=bev
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_object.php?obj_benchmark=3d
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
http://vision.imar.ro/human3.6m/pami-h36m.pdf
http://vision.imar.ro/human3.6m/pami-h36m.pdf
mailto:nikolas.brasch@tum.de
mailto:nikolas.brasch@tum.de
http://vision.imar.ro/human3.6m/pami-h36m.pdf
http://vision.imar.ro/human3.6m/pami-h36m.pdf
mailto:nikolas.brasch@tum.de
mailto:nikolas.brasch@tum.de
http://vision.imar.ro/human3.6m/pami-h36m.pdf
http://vision.imar.ro/human3.6m/pami-h36m.pdf
mailto:nikolas.brasch@tum.de
mailto:nikolas.brasch@tum.de
http://cocodataset.org/#keypoints-eval
http://cocodataset.org/#keypoints-eval
http://cocodataset.org/#keypoints-eval
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
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Identification Classification Details 

MTRC-01013 Percentage 
of Correct 
Keypoints 
(PCK) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

3D pose 
estimation, 
2D pose 
estimation 

time-
independent 

Measure the 
percentage of 
keypoints that 
have less than a 
threshold 
deviation from 
ground truth. 

Yang et 
al. 2012 

 LSP & MPII 
HP 

- david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

MTRC-01014 PCK 50% 
head as 
threshold 
(PCKh) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

3D pose 
estimation, 
2D pose 
estimation 

time-
independent 

Measure the 
percentage of 
keypoints that 
have less than a 
50 % head size 
deviation from 
ground truth. 

  LSP - david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

MTRC-01015 CLEARMOT 
(MOTA) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

Tracking time-
dependent 

1-Error in 
missed 
sequence, false 
positives, 
missmatches 

Bernardin 
et al. 
2008 

KITTI 
tracking 
development 
kit 

KITTI Multi 
Target 
Tracking 

- david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

MTRC-01016 Mostly 
Tracked(MT)
/Partially 
Tracked 
(PT)/Mostly 
Lost (ML) 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

Tracking time-
dependent 

Mostly Tracked 
= >80% of time 
tracked, Mostly 
Lost = <20% 
tracked, Partialy 
Tracked = else 

Li et al. 
2009 

KITTI 
tracking 
development 
kit 

KITTI Multi 
Target 
Tracking 

- david_micha
el.fuerst@dfk
i.de 

- 2 

MTRC-01017 Inference 
time 

resource 
metric 

inference any  The duration of 
a forward-pass, 
i.e. the amount 
of time for a 
network to 
compute its 
output. Fast and 
guaranteed 
inference time 
is critical for 
detecting 
safety-relevant 
classes 

- -   - jan.david.sch
neider@volks
wagen.de 

<= 0.3s for 
semantic 
segmentation 

1 

https://www.cs.cmu.edu/%7Edeva/papers/pose_pami.pdf
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/%7Edeva/papers/pose_pami.pdf
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/pdf/1687-5281-2008-246309.pdf
http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/pdf/1687-5281-2008-246309.pdf
http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/pdf/1687-5281-2008-246309.pdf
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
http://iris.usc.edu/outlines/papers/2009/yuan-chang-nevatia-cvpr09.pdf
http://iris.usc.edu/outlines/papers/2009/yuan-chang-nevatia-cvpr09.pdf
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_tracking.php
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:david_michael.fuerst@dfki.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
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Identification Classification Details 

MTRC-01018 Memory 
consumption 

resource 
metric 

inference any  Usage of 
RAM/GPU-RAM. 
Not safety 
relevant, but a 
technical 
requirement 

- - - - jan.david.sch
neider@volks
wagen.de 

- 1 

MTRC-01019 Network 
complexity 

resource 
metric 

inference any  Complexity of 
the network in 
terms of 
computations 
that are 
needed. FLOPs, 
number of 
sequential 
nodes/layers 
during 
inference, etc. 
Not safety 
relevant, but a 
technical 
requirement. 

- - - - jan.david.sch
neider@volks
wagen.de 

- 1 

MTRC-01020 Network size resource 
metric 

training any  Number of 
parameters. Not 
safety relevant, 
but a technical 
requirement. 

- - - - jan.david.sch
neider@volks
wagen.de 

- 1 

MTRC-01021 Convergence resource 
metric 

training any  How many 
epochs/time 
takes the model 
to converge. 

- - - - n/a - 1 

MTRC-01022 Frequency 
Weighted 
Intersection 
over Union 
(FWIoU) 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

Semantic 
Segmentatio
n  

time-
independent 

Assings a weight 
[0,1] to the 
classes 
according to the 
area that a 
certain class 
covers in the 
ground truth, 
then calculates 
the IoU for each 
class and sums 
up the weighted 

Hoffmann 
et al. 
2017 

Source of 
sem_seg_met
ric_calculatio
n.py - 
tp1_metric_s
cript - 
LUXproject 
Bitbucket 
(luxoft.com) 

- - korbinian.hag
n@intel.com 

>= 90% in 
a2d2 

3 

mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
mailto:jan.david.schneider@volkswagen.de
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.03213.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.03213.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.03213.pdf
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
mailto:korbinian.hagn@intel.com
mailto:korbinian.hagn@intel.com
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Identification Classification Details 

IoUs. A.K.A. 
frequency 
weighted 
intersection 
over union, 
fwIoU 

MTRC-01023 Pixel 
Accuracy 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

Semantic 
Segmentatio
n  

time-
independent 

Calculates the 
accuracy of the 
neural network. 
I.e. the sum of 
true positive 
and true 
negative values 
over the sum of 
all pixels (true 
negative + true 
positive + false 
positive + false 
negative). 

- Source of 
sem_seg_met
ric_calculatio
n.py - 
tp1_metric_s
cript - 
LUXproject 
Bitbucket 
(luxoft.com) 

- - korbinian.hag
n@intel.com 

>= 90% in 
a2d2 

2 

MTRC-01024 Mean Pixel 
Accuracy 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

Semantic 
Segmentatio
n  

time-
independent 

Calculates the 
accuracy of the 
neural network 
for each class, 
then takes the 
mean over these 
pixel accuracys.  

- Source of 
sem_seg_met
ric_calculatio
n.py - 
tp1_metric_s
cript - 
LUXproject 
Bitbucket 
(luxoft.com) 

- - korbinian.hag
n@intel.com 

>= 50% in 
a2d2 

2 

MTRC-01025 FLOPS resource 
metric 

inference any time-
independent 

Number of 
floating point 
operations 
needed for a 
forward pass of 
the model 

- - - - adrian.loy@m
erantix.com 

- 1 

MTRC-01026 2D 
localization 
precision 
distribution 

quality 
metric 

spatial 
localization 
quality 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Calculating the 
joint & marginal 
distribution of 
prediction 
bounding box 
localization 
error 

- MTRC-01004 
and MTRC-
01026: 2D 
localization 
precision 

- Please also 
see MTRC-
01004. 

iwo.kurzidem
@iks.fraunho
fer.de 

- 3 

https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
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https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
mailto:korbinian.hagn@intel.com
mailto:korbinian.hagn@intel.com
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_metric_script/browse/sem_seg_metric_calculation.py
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https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/MTRC-01004+and+MTRC-01026%3A+2D+localization+precision
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Identification Classification Details 

MTRC-01027 Prec ision quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 
evaluated 
dataset. 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-
bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com  

- 3 

MTRC-01028 Recall quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 
evaluated 
dataset. 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-
bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com 

- 3 

MTRC-01029 Number of 
"True 
Positives" 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Counting 
statistic. 
This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com 

- 3 

https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Esimon.heming
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/%7Esimon.heming
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Identification Classification Details 

evaluated 
dataset. 

bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

MTRC-01030 Number of 
"False 
Positives" 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Counting 
statistic. 
This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 
evaluated 
dataset. 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-
bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com 

- 3 

MTRC-01031 Number of 
"False 
Negatives" 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Counting 
statistic. 
This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 
evaluated 
dataset. 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-
bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com 

- 3 
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Identification Classification Details 

MTRC-01032 Number of 
"Ignored 
Predictions" 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Counting 
statistic. 
This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 
evaluated 
dataset. 
The predestrian 
can be set to be 
ignored in the 
evaluation 
metrics, instead 
it will show up 
here. 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-
bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com 

- 3 

MTRC-01033 Number of 
"Exc lude GT 
labels" 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Counting 
statistic. 
This metric will 
be calculated on 
a per frame 
basis as well as 
an average over 
the entire 
evaluated 
dataset. 
The number of 
pedestrians that 
should be 
ignored for this 
frame 

- by Simon 
Heming for 
OpelSSD: 
https://luxpr
oject.luxoft.
com/stash/p
rojects/KIA/r
epos/tp1_ap
1.3_2d-
bounding-
box_ssd/bro
wse/ssd/met
rics/IOU_inst
ance_evaluat
ion/lib/iou_i
nstance_eval
uator.py 

- - Simon.Hemin
g@de.bosch.
com 

- 3 

MTRC-01035 Multiply–
accumulate 
operation 

resource 
metric 

inference any time-
independent 

measures the 
number of 
operatation of 
one inference. 
MAC is round 
about coralating 
to the interence 
time and serves 
as an indicater 

https://rd
cu.be/b4
NYT 

- - - lydia.gauerho
f@de.bosch.c
om 

- 2 
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Identification Classification Details 

for a rough 
estimation of 
computation 
time demand. 

MTRC-01036 Minimum 
Time 
between 
False 
Positives 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

any time-
dependent 

Measure the 
time (in 
milliseconds) 
between false 
positives in 
consecutive 
frames. 

- - - - christian.hell
ert@continen
tal-
corporation.c
om 

- 2 

MTRC-01037 Distribution 
of Time 
between 
False 
Positives 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

any time-
dependent 

Calculate the 
distribution of 
times between 
false positives 

- - - - christian.hell
ert@continen
tal-
corporation.c
om 

- 2 

MTRC-01038 Minimum 
Time 
between 
False 
Negatives 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

any time-
dependent 

Measure the 
time (in 
milliseconds) 
between false 
negatives in 
consecutive 
frames. 

- - - - christian.hell
ert@continen
tal-
corporation.c
om 

- 2 

MTRC-01039 Distribution 
of Time 
between 
False 
Negatives 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

any time-
dependent 

Calculate the 
distribution of 
times between 
false negatives 

- - - - christian.hell
ert@continen
tal-
corporation.c
om 

- 2 

MTRC-01040 Prec ision-
Recall curve 

quality 
metric 

detection/ 
classification 

2D bounding 
box 
detection 

time-
independent 

Precision and 
recall evaluated 
at different 
classification 
thresholds 

- - - - christian.hell
ert@continen
tal-
corporation.c
om 

- 3 
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2.8 E1.2.8 Final: Erweiterung des Spezifikationsdokumentes zu Szenarien-
Beschreibungssprache (zur Veröffentlichung) 

2.8.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Document 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content Specification 

Classification level PU 

 

2.8.2 Description of the result 
The aim of E1.2.8 was to extend the scenario description language (also called ontology) that 
has been developed in AP4.1 (especially E4.1.4a and E4.1.4b) in order to accommodate specific 
requirements in AP1.2, in particular derived from E1.2.4 and E1.2.5. These regularly checked 
extensions should ensure that the scenario description language is always capable of capturing 
all aspects of the scenarios that are important for training data. 

2.8.3 Approach 

The definition and specification of these former mentioned “important scenarios” was done in 
E1.2.6. In addition to the definition of requirements for input and output for the AI function, 
attributes which influence the detection capabilites of the AI function were defined. These 
attributes are the performance limiting factors (PLFs). 

Considering these performance limiting factors E1.2.4 defined base scenarios for synthetic 
datatsets. The final report of E1.2.5 describes one example scenario regarding the pose of the 
pedestrian. For this pose scenario an exemplary dataset has been created, as well as planning 
for experiments, to validate the PLF and improve model performance on it. The pose scenario 
was defined on the one hand to show how a PLF can be measured and on the other hand, how 
experiments can be designed to measure and reduce the limitation of the network. 

Describing these base scenarios can be done with the scenario description language or ontology 
developed in E4.1.4a and E4.1.4b. Based on the rules of the ontology you can consistently define 
scenarios and specify and request images for training data. In E1.2.8 we checked if the 
performance limiting factors elaborated within E1.2.6 (and basic modules of the base scenarios) 
can be described with this ontology. We tried to describe all performance limiting factors by the 
available ontology and extended the given table from E1.2.6 by a column "representation in 
ontology": PLFs table. Feedback was given to E4.1.4 and necessary changes were discussed, so 
that the most of the PLFs could be captured by the ontology. 

The last step to an applicable result was to develop a tool to create simulation requests in the 
format of the scenario description language. The front-end developed by E4.1.5 enables 
selection and combination of PLFs and supports the creation of scenes defined through the 
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https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/E4.1.4b+Final%3A+Maschinenlesbare+Formatdefinition
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=94145478
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=94145478
https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/E4.1.4a+Final%3A+Beschreibungssprache+und+Ontologie+der+Dimensionen
https://confluence.vdali.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=94145738
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machine-readable format. With this tool datasets for the base scenarios defined in E1.2.4 can 
easily be required. 

2.8.4 Result 
Being able to capture the performance limiting factors is an important goal for the final scenario 
description language/ontology to describe the developed base scenarios. In this report the close 
transition between collaborating sub-workpackages is highlighted. The way from defining 
performance limiting factors to the representation of these in a synthetic dataset. 

https://confluence.vdali.de/display/KIAbsicherung/E1.2.4+Final%3A+Definition+von+nominalen+Basisszenarien
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3 AP1.3 Kamera-basierte Algorithmen 

E1.3.1 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

E1.3.2 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

E1.3.3a Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

E1.3.3b Final: Implementierung der funktionalen Algorithmen: Pixel-akurate 
semantische Segmentierung (zur Verbreitung innerhalb der KI-Familie, keine 
Veröffentlichung) 

3.1.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Code 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content DL Model 

Classification level INT, LI 

3.1.2 Approach 
Based on literature research a number of state-of-the-art deep neural network algorithms for 
pedestrian detection are selected. This result implements a pixel-accurate semantic 
Segmentation. Semantic segmentation performs a pixelwise classification of images. This way, a 
precise classification of each pixel or, in other words, segmentation of the image into classes 
can be performed. In the KIA Dataset, a special weight is placed on the segmentation of 
pedestrians. 

The chosen algorithms for semantic-segmentation are DeeplabV3+ (Intel) and DeeplabV3 (ZF). 
The algorithms were trained on real-world and our synthetic data, evaluated and subsequently 
provided to the project in terms of code and trained weights. 

3.1.2.1 DeeplabV3+ 

DeeplabV3+ by Google is using atruous convolution and an encoder decoder network and Feature 
Pyramid Pooling (FPP) for feature map creation: 

DeeplabV3+: https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/deeplab 

 
The algorithm was trained and tested on publicly available datasets. Therefore, the model’s 
data loaders were extended to use publicly available datasets (A2D2) as well as the synthetic 
generated dataset from the project. 

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/deeplab
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The algorithm is provided in the projects Bitbucket (previously gitlab) and made available to the 
project in software releases. The algorithm can be found here: 

• DeeplabV3+: 
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_ap1.3_semantic_segmentat
ion_deeplabv3plus/browse 

For each algorithm trained weights are provided in the projects data storage. The following 
table gives an overview on the available weights: 

Algorithm Dataset Weights 

DeeplabV
3+ 

a2d2 https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/a2d2/ 

DeeplabV
3+ 

KIA-
Tranche1 
BIT-TS 
(Sequenz 
1-24) 

https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia/ 

DeeplabV
3+ 

KIA-
Tranche2 
BIT-TS 
(Sequenz 
25-69) 

https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tr
anche2_bit-ts/ 

DeeplabV
3+ 

KIA-
Tranche3 
BIT-TS 

https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tr
anche3_bit-ts/ 

DeeplabV
3+ 

KIA-
Tranche3 
BIT-TS 
and KIA-
Tranche4 
BIT-TS 

https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/releas
e3/ 

DeeplabV
3+ 

KIA-
Tranche7 
MackeVisi
on 

https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/releas
e4/ 

 

Weights provided for KIA Tranche3 forward are without pretrained backbone, to prevent license 
issues. Furthermore the code has been adopted for Automated Smoke Tests according to the P2 
release process. 

https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_ap1.3_semantic_segmentation_deeplabv3plus/browse
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_ap1.3_semantic_segmentation_deeplabv3plus/browse
https://www.a2d2.audi/a2d2/en/download.html
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/a2d2/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/a2d2/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tranche2_bit-ts/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tranche2_bit-ts/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tranche2_bit-ts/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/release/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tranche3_bit-ts/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tranche3_bit-ts/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/kia_tranche3_bit-ts/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/release3/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/release3/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/release3/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/release4/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/release4/
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/DeeplabV3+/release4/
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Additionally, predictions on the test set are provided alongside a metadata. json file and a 
greyscale image with information on the prediction confidence, i.e. confidence of [0%,100%] is 
mapped to [0,255] greyscale (see image below) 

Evaluation results on the KIA Tranche5 set were provided with the weights previously trained on 
KIA Tranche3 and KIA Tranche4.  

3.1.2.2 Examples 

  

Figure 1: Synthetic image (left) and predicted pixel accurate semantic segmentation (right) 

  

Figure 2: Prediction (left) and confidence score (right) on KIA Tranche3 and Tranche4 

  

Figure 3: Prediction (left) and confidence score (right) on KIA Tranche7 MV 
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3.1.2.3 DeeplabV3 

For the task of semantic segmentation, we find Deeplab v3 [1] to deliver state of the art 
performances. We train Deeplab v3 on the A2D2 dataset [2] as well as the project internal KIA 
dataset. Inference samples can be found in section Examples. The A2D2 dataset is a real-world 
dataset created by Audi and labelled with semantic segmentation classes. The data domain is 
within autonomous driving and the class set includes ADAS related classes such as pedestrians 
and cars. Additionally, we train Deeplab v3 on the KIA dataset. This dataset contains semantic 
segmentation labels for synthetic images. Both images and labels are generated automatically 
and synthetically. The data domain is within autonomous driving as well and classes are similar 
to those of the Cityscapes dataset, which share properties of the A2D2 dataset. Therefore, there 
is a class overlap of A2D2 and KIA.  

3.1.3 Results 
Deeplab v3 performs semantic segmentation of images with a deep convolutional neural 
network. It belongs to the family of fully convolutional networks, which transform images to 
labels of the same dimensional space as the input without the use of fully connected layers. A 
convolutional backbone layer stack (here: ResNet) processes the image. The last layers of the 
network incorporate dilated convolutions for a wider field of view of individual filters and 
thereby allow for higher classification performances.  

Deeplab v3 is trained on the A2D2 dataset, which includes a class for ‘pedestrian’. For this 
dataset, labels are converted from human readable RGB labels to categorical labels. When there 
are multiple label classes for the same category (instance separation), they are merged. 
Hyperparameters of Deeplab v3 are adapted to be suitable for this task. This includes adapting 
hyperparameters to the given hardware, dataset and training schedule. The code and dataset 
will be made available on: 

https://gitlab.com/kia2/tp1/ap1.3/semantic_segmentation/deeplabv3 (deprecated) 

https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_ap1.3_semantic_segmentation_de
eplabv3/browse (current) 

An inference on an A2D2 test set sample can be found in Grafik A. Inference on synthetic data 
from TP2 can be found in Grafik B. 

Weights for DeeplabV3 are made available for different intput resolutions / GPU resources. The 
Input-Output pair is downscaled between 8 times and the original resolution. Downscaling 
denotes the resizing of the image/label pair by a factor. In the original resolution, Deeplabv3 
reaches a high accuracy of 57.55% mIOU on A2D2. Further details can be found in 
Gitlab/Bitbucket.  

1  57.55% https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet10
1_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth 

2 52.18% https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet10
1_a2d2_v3_down_2_epoch200.pth 

https://gitlab.com/kia2/tp1/ap1.3/semantic_segmentation/deeplabv3
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_ap1.3_semantic_segmentation_deeplabv3/browse
https://luxproject.luxoft.com/stash/projects/KIA/repos/tp1_ap1.3_semantic_segmentation_deeplabv3/browse
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
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4 37.96% https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet50
_a2d2_v3_down_4_epoch100.pth 

8 28.22% https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-
objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet50
_a2d2_v3_down_8_epoch100.pth 

For the KIA dataset, the weights are first converted to a Cityscapes-readable format and the 
trained. This includes a converter for the KIA dataset and dataloader for the Deeplab network. 
The network is trained on Tranche 3 and reaches an accuracy of 81.57% on the respective test 
set. It is trained with a resnet50 backbone for 100 epochs.  

3.1.3.1 Examples 

  

A: Deeplab trained on A2D2 / Evaluated on A2D2 Test (newest weights) 

 

B: Deeplab trained on A2D2 / Evaluated on TP2 Synthetic Data (previous weights) 

 

C: Deeplab v3 trained on KIA Data. 

https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
https://kip.gpu-cluster.itwm.fraunhofer.de/minio/download/lfs-objects/TP1/AP1.3/SemanticSegmentationIntelZF/Deeplabv3/deeplab_resnet101_a2d2_v3_down_1_epoch100.pth?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJhY2Nlc3NLZXkiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTk0NzkzNzQxLCJzdWIiOiJmYWxrX2hldWVyIn0.i3RG6m0wNzNunpQ1kDXEu-mQ1SOI2WuUl2CWJ3sjFWVGMj_BFmB1BE_xJMr-TPzLYWwePLrqUYj3sJnK0IQHtA
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3.5 E1.3.4 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

3.6 E1.3.5 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.05587
https://www.audi-electronics-venture.com/aev/web/en/driving-dataset/dataset.html
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4 AP1.4 Tiefendaten-Algorithmen 

4.1 E1.4.1 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

4.2 E1.4.3 Final: Fusion auf Regressionsebene (zur Veröffentlichung) 

4.2.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Code 

Group/Cluster  

Type of content DL Model 

Classification level PU 

4.2.2 Description of the result 
The goal of this work package is to implement an algorithm for 3D Box Detectors on lidar with 
late fusion with images of pedestrians. 

4.2.3 Approach 
For the task of 3D bounding box detection with late fusion of lidar and image data, we find F-
ConvNet[1] to deliver state of the art performances. We evaluated F-ConvNet on several public 
datasets and the dataset from TP2 (The "KIA dataset") and perform inference on samples 
generated by TP2. 

4.2.4 Result 

We worked on KITTI Format Converters where we implement one for the A2D2 [2] and one for 
KIA dataset. This converted KITTI Format makes it possible that the datasets can be used 
without any model code adaptions. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of converting from KIA to KITTI format 

The illustration in Figure 1 clarifies the KITTI to KIA conversion process: Upper left KIA format, 
bottom right the KITTI format. In the KITTI Format, the 3D box center is at the bottom and the 
up-vector is the y-axis, whereby in KIA it is the center and the up-vector z-axis. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of converting from A2D2 to KITTI format 

The illustration in Figure 2 clarifies the A2D2 to KITTI conversion process: Upper left A2D2 
format, bottom right the KITTI format. In the KITTI Format the 3D box center is at the bottom 
and the up-vector is the y-axis, whereby in A2D2 it is the center and the up-vector z-axis. In 
A2D2, all coordinates are in the car world system which is not illustrated here. 

A full evaluation on four datasets was made: KIA Tranche 3 Bit TS, A2D2 [2], KITTI [4] and 
NuScenes [5] which can be seen in the table below. For A2D2, an own data split was made 
because of the unavailability of an official one. We removed also all sequences from the A2D2 
dataset with less than 34 pedestrians per sequence to improve the results. For NuScenes, a 
slightly modified version of the official KITTI Converter was used to fit our purpose. Additionally, 
samples in which the 2D box is not in the field of view were removed from the NuScenes data 
set. The KITTI and NuScenes dataset officially have only a validation set. The KIA dataset has a 
validation and a test set. 

We also participated in Release 2*. The delivered software package does not pass the tests yet, 
because of GPU / CUDA issues on the test bench, which will be considered later from the release 
management process side. In order to deliver a functional and usable software (even if it does 
not pass the Release 2* tests as mentioned), we added all necessary instructions to the 
README. Further, we uploaded a trained model of the F-ConvNet [1] on the KIA Tranche 3 Bit-TS 
data set to the project's model repository. 

In our last report, we reported issues related to the 3D bounding box annotations of the KIA 
data. Unfortunately, these problems could be solved yet, but because of the short period we are 
still on a new evaluation. 

The following two tables show some information about the datasets. 
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Dataset Training Validation Test 

A2D2 4858 2002 1845 

KIA T3 21803 5164 9458 

KIA T3,4,5 LaG 32189 8741 19664 

KITTI 3712 3769  

NuScenes(Key-frames) 16097 6019  

Table 1: an overview of the number of samples in the data set splits. 

 M in. bounding box height Max. occlusion level Max. truncation 

Easy 40 Px Fully visible 15 % 

Moderate 25 Px Partly occluded 30 % 

Hard 25 Px Difficult to see 50 % 

Table 2: difficulty levels according the widely used KITTI benchmarks. 

Dataset   Difficulties Easy Moderate Hard 

Threshold 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 

Best 
Model 
Epoch 

Maximal 
Distance 
(meters) 

Split       

KITTI [4] (2D box 
proposals from the 
paper) 

24 70 val 67.07 87.25 58.46 81.57 51.87 74.66 

KITTI [4] (ground 
truth proposals) 

24 100 val 70.56 90.27 63.94 90.18 62.93 89.72 

KIA T3 34 100 val 75.43 90.22 58.47 72.22 58.47 72.22 

test 66.91 90.35 57.61 72.27 57.61 72.27 

A2D2 [2] 25 100 val 60.10 87.15 61.30 79.23 54.40 78.91 

test 61.18 87.42 61.52 79.20 54.44 78.72 

NuScenes [5] 23 100 val 43.13 66.14 41.80 65.53 41.80 65.53 

KIA T3,4,5 31 100 val 56.63 72.24 47.75 62.83 47.75 62.83 

test 44.94 62.96 36.09 53.41 36.09 53.41 

Table 3: Evaluation of the Frustum-Conv-Net.  

We trained each model 50 epochs and used the best model epoch for evaluation. The training 
used here is without the refinement stage (please see the paper or our last report for more 
information). A sample is counted as true positive, if the overlap is larger than the given 
threshold shown in the table header. The explanation of the difficulties can be found in Table2.  

In the table above, the best results could be achieved on the KITTI data set with ground truth 
annotations with the proposed data set split of the paper. The maximal distance (third column) 
plays an important role in the results quality. We used 100 meters as maximum distance for all 
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data sets which leads to better results compared to the 70 meters. The results of the KIA data 
set look almost as good as the KITTI results, which could be explained by the testing only on 
simulation data which has the same training distribution. The A2D2 has quite sparse 3D point 
clouds, which is related to the scan pattern of the lidar sensors. This can be seen in the 
inference image below. The bad results obtained for the NuScenes data set could be also due to 
the sparse 3D point clouds and the high data variation. 

 

Figure 3: Evaluation on different datasets with different difficulty levels 

The Illustration in Figure 3 of the validation sets in the table above. On the left-hand side of the 
dashed border you can see the first row in Table 3 (70 m maximal distance, 2D box proposals 
from the paper). On the right-hand side, we have 100 meters maximal distance and we use 2D 
box ground truth proposals. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison between ground truth and prediction for KIA Tranche 3. 

Figure 4 shows an inference sample of Tranche 3 BIT TS (test set sequence 122). Sometimes the 
prediction bounding boxes are better than the ground truth bounding boxes due to errors in the 
ground truth. 
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Figure 5: Comparison between ground truth and prediction for A2D2. 

Figure 5 shows an inference sample of A2D2 - The 3D scan pattern is quite sparse as can be seen 
in the pictures. 
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4.3 E1.4.4 Final: Single Modalität Lidar (zur Veröffentlichung 

4.3.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Code 

Group/Cluster Implementation of methods 

Type of content DL-Model 

Classification level PU 

https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2
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4.3.2 Introduction and motivation 
In this working package, we look at the problem of pedestrian detection from Lidar only point 
cloud. This does not include any fusion with images or other sensors and relies only on 3D sparse 
data. With the advances in deep learning, scientists have developed models that can work on set 
and unordered data such as points. Working on a large scale and space point cloud still is a 
challenge and in this project, we studied different models and techniques to sample, process, 
and learn pedestrians and objects from large-scale lidar clouds. Through the project, we looked 
into Birds-Eye-View (BEV) methods, point-based and voxel-based methods and finally come up 
with a point-voxel-based approach to detect pedestrians.  

4.3.3 Approach 
Based on an extensive literature review on 3D object detection which incorporates point cloud 
data, we see different categories of methods. Rather than using raw point cloud processing or 
voxelization approaches, we aimed to use RCNN-based approaches that have been successful in 
2D Object detection as well. We utilized PointPillars[5] PointRCNN [1] and PV-RCNN [3] methods 
which have been the state-of-the-art approach on LiDAR-only object detection. 

The method and the implemented code on the project repository are based on PointNet++, 
which incorporates hierarchical point cloud segmentation. Extracted deep features can be used 
to predict object bounding boxes, which here are restricted to the single class pedestrian boxes. 
For training at this stage ground truth labels and annotations are needed for augmentation and 
foreground-background segmentation. The RPN stage produces bounding box proposals for the 
next RCNN stage. 

Each bounding box around the pedestrian instance is then taken into its canonical coordinates, 
and the features are merged with segmentation features and passed to a point cloud encoder to 
form output values. Bins of bounding boxes and their position and rotation are predicted using a 
combination of classification and regression loss functions alongside a confidence score. The 
output predictions are then moved to the world coordinates reference frame for validation and 
visualization. 

 

Due to data constraints of the previous AI-Function based on PointRCNN [1] such as lack of 
ground plane annotations, offline data preprocessing, and two-stage training scenario, 
PointRCNN does not provide generalizability to new datasets. Therefore we integrated Point-
Voxel based Feature Set Abstraction, PVRCNN [3] with less training complexities, more 
flexibility, and improved metric results on publically available datasets. We used a combination 
of voxel-based sparse convolution and set abstraction inspired by PointNet networks [2]. The 
method first processes the point cloud into voxel and sparse convolutions to generate regions of 
interest. Following the proposal generation, we use keypoints and voxel set abstraction to 
summarize the features and refine the proposals.  

We continued our work based on the PVRCNN [3] to improve the performance by changing the 
way of extracting the features from the LIDAR point cloud using graph convolutional neural 
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networks and transformers to use the attention to focus on the most important features and 
balance the inhomogeneous point sampling of the LIDAR scanner. Furthermore, we noticed that 
in some cases the predicted bounding boxes are off or missing completely for more difficult 
objects, such as far away objects with low LIDAR coverage or heavily occluded objects. Some 
recent approaches [4] try to complete the sparse LIDAR scans prior to running an object 
detection algorithm to increase the density of the point cloud, while this can help with object 
detection and estimating their extent it can also lead to false detections as potentially 
erroneous data is imputed. We, therefore, worked on a different approach to extract all the 
available contextual information from the LIDAR point cloud also over larger distances. Starting 
with the proposals generated from the PVRCNN [3] pipeline we aim to refine the predictions by 
connecting them with each other and with other parts of the environment using graph neural 
networks. We incorporate the pose information and relationships between different objects and 
use message passing to learn scene level priors about the distribution of objects with respect to 
each other and with the environment e.g. the road layout. This approach shows some 
improvement on the publically available datasets, but it does not transfer well to the KIA 
dataset. This is due to the different focus and distribution of object classes, while KITTI includes 
a majority of vehicles and only some pedestrians, the KIA dataset focuses on pedestrians and 
only includes a few vehicles. 

Towards the end of the project, we worked towards a publication of the results we obtained 
during our latest experiments on using Graph Convolutional Networks for Object Detection in 
raw LiDAR point clouds. As we noticed some differences between the detection of larger object 
classes such as cars and smaller objects such as pedestrians, we investigated the limitations with 
respect to sensor coverage and sampling resolution as well as to object complexity. 

4.3.4 Results and Evaluation 
In the official releases, we provide python code and scripts required to train and validate 3D 
detection neural networks. Given the provided dataset and its required annotations, the scripts 
first perform preprocessing and augmentations to train. The rest of the code consists of network 
modules including third-party dependencies (pointnet++ and roipooling), training stage one, 
stage two, and validation of the end-to-end pipeline. 

Using a two-stage approach based on separate training sessions, we manage to detect and fit 
bounding boxes more accurately than the single-stage approaches. We have modified the official 
repository to detect pedestrian classes and measure metrics and visualize the predicted 
bounding boxes with poses. The output metric for our results is chosen as Intersection over 
Union (IoU). We calculated so far, the results based on publicly available benchmarks. 

Table 1: Results of the validation set 

IoU Easy Medium Hard 

0.5 64,3349 58,0765 51,2030 

0.25 78,1504 71,6095 65,7971 

4.3.5 Conclusion 
In this working package, we focused on lidar and point cloud only pedestrian detection using 
different backbones. By incorporating a two-stage approach based on RCNN methods with 
separate training sessions, we manage to detect and fit bounding boxes more accurately than 
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the single-stage approaches. Compared to point only and BEV methods, hybrid voxel and point-
based methods prove more accurate results. Moreover, by leveraging contextual information 
using scene graphs we manage to improve our detection metrics. 
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4.4 E1.4.5 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 

4.5 E1.4.6 Final: nur projektintern für KI Absicherung verfügbar 
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5 AP1.5 - Posenschätzungs-Algorithmen 

5.1 E1.5.1 Final: Angaben zum Stand der Wissenschaft  (zur Veröffentlichung) 

5.1.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Document 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content State of the art 

Classification level PU 

5.1.2 Description of the result 
The state-of-the-art research has been done by four partners with different focus. The focus has 
been on 3D pose estimation from RGB and depth-data, 2D-/3D-pose estimation from RGB-only 
for self supervised learning, 2D-/3D-pose estimation from RGB-only for back-projecting methods 
and fusion of pose estimation and person detection. 

Literature Review with focus towards 3D Pose Estimation from RGB and Depth-Data 

Before 2014 classical approaches for pose estimation with bio-mechanical constraints were used. 
Deep Pose [1] extended Alexnet with regressors for joints and in an iterative process improved 
precision with a cascade of regressors. [3] introduced a multi-resolution architecture and 
heatmaps for prediction joints, which are the foundation of many approaches such as [4]. CPM 
[4], [5] further improved the quality of predictions. Stacked hourglass networks [6] consist of so 
called hourglass modules, which abstract while reducing and restoring the resolution. [7] on the 
other hand achieves state-of-the-art performance with a simple architecture, using ResNet and 
deconvolution layers. In contrast to previous approaches HRNet [8] keeps the resolution, leading 
to better results on COCO [9]. COCO consists of RGB images and 2D Annotations, like Penn Action 
[10], LSP Dataset [11] and MPII HP [12]. For 3D pose estimation from RGB images there are 
various approaches. [13] was the first approach modeling 3d joint estimation as a detection 
problem. [14] predicted first the position of the joints in 2d and then transformed them to 3d 
with a probabilistic model, a big database of 3d poses is matched. One advantage is the 
possibility to use huge databases of 3d poses without the need for RGB images for every pose. 
[15] extended this idea by a geometric loss function to allow training on 3D and 2D data for 3D 
pose estimation. [16] and [17] improve 3D pose estimation on RGB images further. [18] explores 
possibilities to reduce the amount of required training data, by first training an encoder-decoder 
network, which learns to predict a different view (e.g. from front view to side view). For this 
step no annotations are required, just RGB images of the same scene and subject from different 
views. Using the latent representation, a neural network learns to predict the 3D pose. This 
network can have very few learnable parameters and therefor allows for reduced number of 
training samples. LCR-Net [19] predicts a region proposal and a pose proposal, which is refined 
in a second stage. Further approaches for 3D Pose Estimation from RGB data are [20], [21], [22] 
and [23]. A common evaluation metric between the approaches is “mean per joint position 
error” (MPJPE) on datasets like 3DPW [24], MPI-INF-3DH [25], Human3.6M [26] and HumanEva 
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[27]. These datasets contain RGB images and 3D annotations. The only publicly available dataset 
providing LiDAR and RGB is PedX [28]. However, PedX did not publish 3D pose annotations. This 
renders 3d pose estimation technically impossible on PedX. Bio-LSTM [29] is the only currently 
available approach on PedX. It focuses on precise pose estimation from multiple unprecise 
temporal consecutive predictions regarding biological constraints. 

As of today the only approach for Fusion of RGB and LiDAR data in Human Pose Estimation is our 
HPERL approach [36]. In 3D Object Detection fusion has been researched by various approaches 
and served as a foundation for our HPERL publication. The fusion approaches can be categorized 
into 4 groups: Early Fusion, Sequential Fusion, Late Fusion and Slow Fusion. In Early Fusion 
either the LiDAR data is converted to a depth map and concatenated to the image in an RGB-D 
Image or a pointcloud colorized by the rgb image. As Wang et al. [37] elaborates, the gap in 
performance between RGB only approaches and those which use LiDAR can be partially mitigated 
by choosing the right representation. With PseudoLiDAR [37] they show, that converting a depth 
map to a pointcloud and then detecting on that has superior performance. Thus also making 
early Fusion using RGB-D images a suboptimal choice consequently. In Sequential Fusion a first 
stage only uses one sensor and the second stage uses the extracted information plus the other 
sensor. PointPainting [38] first computes the semantic segmentation on the RGB image and then 
paints the points in the 3d pointcloud using that segmentation. Then a lidar based detection is 
applied on the painted pointcloud. It shows good results, but is limited to the density of the 
pointcloud. Late Fusion approaches use both sensors to create predictions and fuse them at a 
late stage in the network. An example would be AVOD [39] which computes the features on RGB-
Image and BEV-Pointcloud separately and only fuses features for anchorcrops. In Slow Fusion the 
features of different views are fused within the feature encoding enabling a dense information 
exchange between views. An example would be ContFuse [40]. In End-To-End driving TransFuser 
[41] published on CVPR 2021 has introduced a slow fusion using transformers. TransFuser lacks 
the spatial output grid required for detection and human pose estimation though. 

Literature Review with Focus towards self-supervised 2D-/3D-Pose Estimation from RGB-only 

Unsupervised methods for Human Pose Estimation can be seen as a specialization of 
unsupervised landmark recognition approaches for the for the human body. Landmark 
recognition aims at finding discriminative points on a possibly large number of objects and has 
been successfully applied to instances such as human faces in an unsupervised manner [30], [31], 
[32], [33]. Nearly all of these methods make use of invariance or equivariance (see [34] for the 
idea of equivariance) constraints under different types of artificial image transformations and 
try to reconstruct a given original image as a surrogate task [31], [33] as this enforces model to 
be able to explain the object depicted in the image. In addition, Lorenz et al. [33] learn 
disentangled representations of an object’s shape and appearance, what helps to find 
semantically meaningful parts and from these to regress meaningful landmark locations [33]. 
This method has been successfully applied to unsupervised landmark recognition of the human 
body which is a semantically more complex object category than faces. 

An orthogonal approach compared to the aforementioned is to learn a network to capture 
similarities in object. [35] applies an optimization based clustering and batching algorithm which 
enables a neural network to learn a feature space that captures similarities of human body 
posture in an unsupervised manner. The human pose of a person in a given query image is then 
estimated by using a database of annotated images and finding the query’s nearest neighbor 
from this database in the learned feature space. 
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Literature review with focus towards 2D-/3D-pose estimation from a single RGB image 

Based on the availability of datasets with groundtruth annotation and to simplify the problem 
many approaches for 3d human pose estimation from a single RGB image focused on scenes with 
only a single person in them [42, 43]. While others specifically target scenes with multiple 
person, trying to solve the ambiguity in assigning limbs to persons [44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. 

Some approaches assume the 2d pose has already been estimated [45, 49, 50], while others try 
to estimate the 3d pose from the image [43, 48]. 

Ramakrishna et. al [49] used an optimization method to estimate the 3D pose from a given 2d 
pose leveraging anthropometric priors like the proportions of different bones to each other. 
While Martinez et. al [50] trained a neural network to predict the 3d pose from a given 2d pose, 
enabling the prediction of 3d pose even under stronger self-occlusion. Mehta et al. [45] in 
estimate relative 3d offsets between the joints based on the image and leverage them in 
addition to the 2d pose as input for a neural network to lift the pose to 3d. 

For the case where the 2d pose is unknown, some works directly estimate the 3d pose from the 
image [48], while others break down the process into intermediate steps [42, 45], by first trying 
to detect the visible joints (and bones) of the human in the image and then assemble the 2d 
pose based on them. While this approach provides information about which joints are visible, the 
estimated 2d pose is also limited to them. Some works therefore estimate a completed pose 
from the partial pose of visible joints [45]. 

In the case of multiple persons close to each other in an image, the assignments from joints to 
persons can be challenging, therefore Cao et al. [44] proposed to additionally predict affinity 
fields along the human bones to connect the joints in the image plane, leading to a much more 
stable matching process. Kreiss et al. [51] extended the idea to a different representation of 
affinity fields, not only encoding the direction of the bone, but also its start and end points. 

While most works focus on estimating the relative 3d pose of the humans in the image, which is 
defined by the 3d offset of all joints with respect to a root joint [19, 45], some works in addition 
estimate the distance to the root joint to recover the absolute 3d poses [48, 52]. 

As the problem of absolute distance estimation from a single RGB image is generally ill-posed, 
there are different assumptions being made. Moon et al. [48] assume a standing person with a 
constant body height to estimate the distance to the person. As a consequence the methods 
performance degrades, if the person is not standing straight or the height of the person differs 
significantly from the average height. 
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5.2 E1.5.2 Final: Algorithmus zur 2D-3D-Posenschätzung aus reinen RGB-Daten (zur 
Veröffentlichung) 

5.2.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Code 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content DL Model 

Classification level PU 

5.2.2 Description of the result 

5.2.2.1 Motivation 

The aim of this deliverable is the development and evaluation of a deep learning-based approach 
to estimate the 3D human pose from a single RGB image as a baseline implementation to be used 
during the project. We aim to compare different approaches with respect to their performance 
and reliability in autonomous driving scenarios based on the dataset developed during the 
project. 

Compared to other sensors RGB cameras provide a high resolution signal of the environment, are 
widely available in mobile platforms and come at a comparably low cost. However the 
autonomous driving scenario poses some new challenges for existing methods for 3d human pose 
estimation. Due to the large field of view of the front facing camera the scale difference 
between persons standing near the car and the ones standing far away can be very large (see 
Fig. 1), therefore a tradeoff between including enough context of the person, allowing for a 
sufficiently high image resolution for body part detection and at the same time keeping the 
model computational and memory efficient is challenging. Another challenge is posed by the 
spatial distribution of persons in the image, in urban areas pedestrians tend to clutter and occur 
in smaller or larger crowds, here it is difficult to find the correct number of persons as 
representations like a 2d bounding box might be very similar for different persons and care has 
to be taken to not filter out these cases during non-maximum suppression. In cases of crowds 
with strong oclusions it is sometimes difficult to assign the body parts to the correct person, 
here different representations such as part affinity fields between the joints or instance masks 
of a person can help, but might also lead to wrong predictions. Finally the problem of absolute 
3d pose estimation from a single RGB image itself is ill-posed as the 3d information is lost during 
the projection of the scene onto the image plane, without a known reference in the real world 
such as the actual height or bone lengths of the persons only context information from the scene 
itself can be leveraged, which is difficult for existing methods as they only focus on the nearby 
area around the person. It is also not directly possible to estimate the full skeleton of a person 
as multiple body parts can be occluded by the person itself or by other objects in the scene, 
therefore some approaches try to estimate the pose of the remaining body parts based on the 
ones that have been detected, for which there usually exists multiple plausible solutions. 
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Figure 1: Example scene from the autonomous driving context 

 
 

Original Image Zoomed In 

5.2.2.2 Approach 

5.2.2.2.1 Baselines 

Figure 2: Top-Down vs Bottom-Up: Error Sources 

 

Existing approaches for multi 2d/3d human pose estimation can be split into two groups bottom-
up and top-down methods, see also Fig. 2. While bottom-up approaches start by detecting 
individual body parts in the image and continue to combine them to skeletons for individual 
person, top-down approaches convert the multi-person problem into a single-person problem by 
first detecting all persons in the image and then processing them independently. In bottom-up 
methods the information from the image is limited to the body parts that are visible, therefore 
often a post-processing step is used to complete the partial skeletons, in combination with 
wrong joint to person assignments this can lead to duplicate detections of persons. Furthermore 
the limiting factor for bottom-up approaches is the resolution of the body part maps, which 
usually is a compromise to allow enough distance between neighboring body parts and limiting 
the required memory and computation. 
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Over the course of the project we implemented multiple existing 2d and 3d single- and multi-
person human pose estimation approaches in the same framework as baselines. 

• CoarseToFine [1] 

• MargiPose [4] 

• XNect [2] 

• OpenPose [6] 

CoarseToFine is a bottom-up single person 3d human pose estimation method that extends the 
idea of predicting Gaussian heatmaps for each joint of the skeleton from a 2D image to a 3D 
volume by lifting an initial 2d heatmap to 3d using multiple hourglass modules. The joints can 
then be extracted from the heatmaps. While the representation as a 3d volumetric heatmap is 
appealing due to the ability to derive uncertainty from it, the required memory is very high if 
the working range is large. 

MargiPose [4] tackles this limittion by replacing the volumetric representation for the joint 
probabilites with 3 marginal projections of the distribution to reduce the memory and 
computational requirements.  

XNect follows a different approach, in a first step in addition to 2d joint heatmaps and part 
affinity fields (PAF), relative 3d offsets between all joints and their direct neighbors are 
estimated from the image. Using the PAFs a greedy assignment strategy based on OpenPose [6] is 
applied to link the joints to individual persons. Then the 2d poses of each person are lifted to 3d 
using a deep neural network, by also using the predicted 3d offsets between joints. 

In addition we implemented two novel methods for 3d multi-person human pose estimation 

We extend MargiPose, which was designed for the single-person usecase, for the case of multiple 
person per scene, by adding part affinity field from OpenPose to split the predicted joints into 
multiple persons and replacing the soft-argmin function to retrieve the peaks from the heatmap 
with different approaches (argmin, soft-argmin, meanshift, fitting a Gaussian mixture model to 
the heatmap). One limitation of this approach is that the projections of the joints from multiple 
people can potentially overlap in one or two of the projections and therefore cause interference 
and degradation of the accuracy. 

5.2.2.2.2 Multi-person dataset from single-person dataset 
Most existing datasets contain only a single person moving in a small work space of 5x5m and are 
therefore not comparable with an application in the AD context. 

With the aim of better generalization of the models we experimented with training the 2D and 
3D parts of the networks on multiple datasets at the same time. As currently there exist much 
more 2D datasets than 3D annotated data, this mostly benefits the generalization of the 2D part. 
Nearly all datasets with available 3D annotations are captured indoors with a static background 
or greenscreen setup. We therefore added an data augmentation method similar to [3], which 
segments the captured persons from the background and allows the recombination with 
different backgrounds. 
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Using the data augmentation method it is possible to combine the individual recordings of 
multiple persons in a single image. This way it is possible to create a multi-person dataset from 
single person recordings. If no accurate depth data is available in the dataset the recombination 
in the cases of close proximity of body parts from different persons can lead to errors, we 
therefore investigated different methods to prevent these artifacts. To further augment the 
existing data that is mostly catured in small indoor space, we add background augmentation 
from greenscreen or static background. 

5.2.2.2.3 Hybrid Top-Down-Bottom-Up Approach 

Figure 3: Hybrid Top-Down-Bottom-Up Approach 

 

During our experiments we noticed two main drawbacks of the current approaches. The first one 
is related to the network architecture. Using the previously implemented blending method to 
generate a multi-person dataset from a single person dataset we created a synthetic dataset 
that is more similar to autonomous driving datasets with respect to the distribution of 3d 
position of the persons, but with a high variety of poses common in single person datasets. By 
evaluating the previously trained methods on this new dataset we found a significant 
performance gap, especially for persons further away from the camera. One reason for the poor 
performance is the domain gap between existing indoor datasets and outdoor applications like 
autonomous driving. By training our models on the KIA dataset the performance could be 
increased, but for further away poses we still observe a fast drop in the detection of joint 
positions and limb information (part affinity fields). The main reason for the limited 
performance on far away persons is the output resolution of the network branches used for joint 
and limb detection, as most existing networks downsample the input resolution of the image 
e.g. 512x512 by a factor of 8 to only 64x64 pixels. In contrast HRNet [5] proposes a different 
architecture to maintain a high resolution map throughout the network, while limiting the 
memory demand to enable efficient training on a single GPU. We therefore provide a new 
baseline following their architecture design and allow for different output resolutions up to 
input resolution. Due to memory constraint of todays GPUs it is not possible to increase the 
input size of these networks above 512x512 pixels. Additional experiments show that even when 
processing the input image with the original resolution in tiles of 512x512, several joints of 
persons standing far away from the camera are not detected, but when we run the network on 
tiles of a 4x super resolution image the joint detection performance keeps increasing. 
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Figure 4: Scale difference of pedestrians in the autonomous driving 
context. 

 

  

  
Original Resolution  

This suggests that for bottom-up heatmap based joint and limb detection frameworks a super 
resolution can improve the results, but would increase the computational and memory 
requirements to a level which is not feasible anymore for real-time applications. We therefore 
started to work on a hybrid top-down bottom-up approach to first detect potential person/area-
of-interest candidates in the original image and then zoom-in to process the candidates on an 
optimal resolution level. Initial experiments suggest a comparable performance to tile based 
processing, with a significantly reduced runtime. In contrast to end-to-end approaches 
commonly used in top-down approaches we believe that an bottom-up approach for each 
candidate can naturally produce multi-modal solutions and provide a better measure of 
uncertainty. 

The second bottleneck is the matching of joints to persons, while the proposal based top-down 
preselection and instance segmentation help in reducing the combinatorial problem and the 
higher resolution also improves the part affinity fields, the greedy algorithm used in most 
approaches is in difficult cases often not able to find the correct solution. This problem remains 
even for proposal based approaches as the 2d projections of persons standing in groups often 
overlap significantly. Here we started investigating global optimization based approaches, which 
are more expensive, but can provide a guarantee to find the optimal solution. We aim to 
formulate a combined problem for overlapping candidates, find a globally consistent solution 
and include the matching uncertainty into the overall pose uncertainty. 

For th top-down appraoches we noticed that depending on the hyperparamters used in the non-
maximum suppression for the 2d bounding box detection some of the persons were not detected 
as the overlap with other higher scoring bounding boxes is too large, see Fig. 5. We therefore 
join the areas of the overlapping boundingboxes in the one with the highest resolution and 
combine the bottom-up predictions of joint positions and PAF, we then tested different methods 
to extract the most likely combination of limbs to form persons. In a next step we feed the often 
uncomplete 2d poses into a seperate network to predict the missing joints and lift the 2d pose to 
3d similar to [2]. We noticed that this sometimes revealed persons that were previously 
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suppressed in the 2d detection stage. We also noticed that in some cases the joints of a single 
person would not be connected correctly by the assignment process and therefore result in two 
partial skeletons for the same person, which are then completed by the next step and would 
naturally overlap, we are therefore investigating different strategies to detect these cases 
before or after completion and join them back together. We further looked into an alternative 
PAF representation as the original version only encoded the direction between joints two joints 
with the same orientation in a crowded area might be mismatched. We tried an alternative 
parameterization proposed in [7] where in addition to the direction the distance between the 
joints is encoded in the affinity field. While the different magnitude of the PAF vectors lead to a 
smoother field towards the head of the bone the encoded distance sometimes helps to 
disambiguate difficult cases. 

Figure 5: Different non-maximum suppression thresholds and their effect 

   
10 % 50 % 90 % 

In the case of estimation the 3d human pose from a single RGB image the recovery of the 
absolute pose of the persons with respect to the camera is non-trivial. One way to resolve the 
ambiguity between the distance and size of a person is to assume a fixed size for all pedestrians. 
As this assumption clearly does not hold for all pedestrians e.g. children, the performance can 
vary strongly. In the use case of autonomous driving we usually have the front camera mounted 
on the car in a fixed position, assuming the car keeps level to the ground we can use this 
geometric knowledge to estimate the distance to each person by looking at the vertical position 
of their foot joints where they have contact with the groundplane. In practice the car is 
suspended over the ground with its four wheels and there are considerable pitch motions during 
the acceleration of the vehicle which can lead to large errors in depth estimation. Alternatively 
depth information can be learned from the context of the scene either using existing RGB 3d 
object detectors or monocular depth prediction approaches. Some approximate values are given 
in Tab. 1 for comparison. As the error for monocular depth is measured over the whole scene the 
values are not directly comparable to the object related appraoches, the real value should be 
more similar to them. 

Table 1: Approximate absolute depth estimation errors  

Approach Approximate Error [m] 

Fixed human height (10 cm error) 0.7 

Fixed human height (50 cm error) 3.5 
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Table 1: Approximate absolute depth estimation errors  

Known groundplane (5° error) - 

SotA 3D Object Detector 0.6 

SotA Monocular Depth 1.6 

5.2.2.3 Evaluation 
We compare 3 different approaches on the valid/test tranches MV 4-7. We provide three 
different metrics, the mean per joint position error (MPJPE) measure the continous sum of errors 
between predicted and groundtruth relative poses. The percentage of correct keypoints 
(pCK@.5h) thresholds the MPJPE at 0.5 times the size of the distance between the neck and 
head joints. The mean distance (mD) measures the absolute distance between the predicted and 
groundtruth root joint (hip). 

Method MPJPE [m] pCK@.5h [m] mD [m] Runtime [s] 

Top-Down N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Bottom-Up N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Hybrid N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

5.2.3 Conclusion 
3D human pose estimation for the task of autonomous driving introduces special challenges that 
have previously not been a focus in the research. The layout of the scene captures by the front 
facing camera leads to a wider range of sizes of persons and in urbsan environments pedestrians 
tend to form crowds which pose a special challenge to existing bottom-up and top-down 
appraoches. We therefore developed a hybrid method that combines the advantages of both 
approaches and runs with a afforable computational budget by being able to capture the regions 
of interest in the image efficiently. Experiments show.... 
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5.3.1 Formal Classification 

Criteria Classification according to VHB 

Type of result Code 

Group/Cluster   

Type of content DL Model 

Classification level PU 

5.3.2 Description of the result 

5.3.2.1 Introduction 
Human pose estimation can help with understanding pedestrian's behaviour, identify corner 
cases and do data coverage analysis in the dataset. In the current state-of-the-art predicting the 
position of the joints in 2D - called 2D human pose estimation - is very common. Less common is 
3D human pose estimation, where the joint positions are predicted in 3D space. 

Like for object detection there are multiple sensor setups that can be used. It is possible to use 
only RGB cameras or to fuse RGB and LiDAR data. While RGB only approaches have been well 
explored, there is a lack of fusion approaches for human pose estimation in the current 
literature for the state-of-the-art. However, LiDAR has a strong advantage over RGB only since it 
does not suffer from depth ambiguity. Depth ambiguity describes the problem that two objects 
with different sizes, which have also different distances to the camera appear to be similar-
sized, projected to the camera plane. Thus without knowing the exact size of an object or the 
distance it is impossible to correctly infer the other. 
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Thus, we propose a methodology to predict the 3D Human Pose from RGB and LiDAR data. We 
use the fusion pattern of the 3D detector AVOD and integrate it into the LCR-Net human pose 
estimator. By doing this we could achieve great results. The approach was published as "HPERL: 
3D Human Pose Estimation from RGB and LiDAR" in ICPR 2020. 

 

5.3.2.2 Approaches 
We identified that LCR-Net and AVOD both have a Faster-RCNN like architecture and thus are 
well suited for combining. In our HPERL approach we use the first stage of AVOD for feature 
extraction and the second stage of LCR-Net for 3D Pose estimation. The resulting architecture is 
visualized in the figure. 
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Due to a lack of 3d joint position annotations, we could not directly train the model. Instead we 
derived a new loss function, that trains the model on two losses for the 3d pose. One component 
of the loss optimizes the position of the skeleton to fit within the ground truth 3d bounding box 
and the other loss minimize the loss of the joints projected to 2D to the ground truth 2D pose 
annotations available on the PedX Dataset. 

5.3.2.3 Experiments 
Unfortunately the data produced in KI-Absicherung is unsuitable for our approach as it needs 
RGB, LIDAR and human pose annotations. All data separately exists within the project, but only 
BIT provides LiDAR, while only Mackevision provides human pose annotations. Thus we had to use 
public datasets for our experiments in order to validate our approach. 

The dataset used is the PedX Dataset with Camera, LiDAR, 3D bounding box annotations and 2D 
pose annotations. Due to this limitation we used the implicit loss for training the 3D human pose 
as described in our approach. 

We validated our baseline RGB only detector to perform similar to the state-of-the-art model 
LCR-Net on which our approach is based (Table 2 and Table 3). Then we were able to compare 
our RGB baseline approach against Fusion of RGB and LiDAR. The accuracy of the joint position 
in 2D improved slightly (2D MPJPE and PCKh), while the 3d accuracy of the center distance error 
(CDE) and the position error on the ground plane (XYE) significantly improved from 4.88m to 
0.95m and from 1.44m to 0.39m respectivley (Table 1). 

In the ablation studies (Table 4) we show that fusion, fusion method, pretraining and 
augmentation have an impact on the performance of the model. The biggest lift in performance 
comes from using fusion vs no fusion and then the correct fusion and pooling operation are the 
second largest contributor. 
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In a qualitative comparison below of performance between the RGB baseline and HPERL the 
poses are depicted in yellow. In common scenarios shown on the left, both algorithms detect the 
pedestrians, but the baseline struggles with false positives at multiple depths. Even rare cases as 
humans riding bycicles are well detected by both methods. Pushing a bicycle however causes 
false positives for RGB baseline and an imprecise detection for HPERL. Partial occlusions are 
difficult for both approaches. However HPERL is able to detect the pedestrian but at the cost of 
a false positive. 
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5.3.3 Conclusions 
In the presented work, we discovered, that fusion of LiDAR and RGB can indeed improve the 
performance of 3D human pose estimation in the automotive context. Our approach has a much 
better depth precision than the RGB only network. With respect to the safety of the pedestrians 
this makes our approach better than prior state of the art, because a 4.88 meter error in depth 
perception is in acceptable. The 0.95 meters achieved by our approach is a significant 
improvement. 

One downside is that due to the lack of datasets with this specific sensor setup and the pose 
annotations research and evaluation is difficult and limits the application. This means, we were 
also not able to test the approach on the KI-Absicherungs data, as it is incompatible. We hope 
that our findings motivate the development and publication of datasets with the suited sensor 
and annotation combination, enabling more research in this promising direction. 

The full work has been published in: Fuerst et al. "HPERL: 3D Human Pose Estimation from RGB 
and LiDAR" in ICPR 2020. (see https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.08221.pdf) 
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